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"There are only 14 people
in the world and five of them
are hamburgers."
-Capt. Beefheart

'FREE ACCESS TO IDEAS AND FULL FREEDOM
\'olume

. :\'larch I, 1973

Rhode Island College

LXV. Number 16

Plagiarism To
Be Made a
Crime

OF EXPRESSION'

Legal Abortions Have a
Long Way To Go in R.I.

- by Will Collette
The recent Supreme Court
ruling restricts the right of the
with
to interfere
states
women's choice in pregnancy.
Yet, in addition to resistance
as
hospitals
such
by
Providence Lying-In ( which
will not do abortions except
cirlimited
very
under
cumstances) and the Roman
< which
Church
Catholic
exwith
threatens
communication all those who
aid and abet or undergo
abortion), the Rhode Island
State legislature is fighting an
involved delaying action.
The l{ight to Life bill,
sponsored by Erich A. O'D.
Taylor of Newport, a 71 year
old bachelor, provides that life
begins at conception. This bill
passed through committee
and
with little resistance
passed the Senate, despite
heated debate, with only six
dissenting votes.
Sen. Taylor, the bill's major
sponsor, said that there was a
clear parallel between this
Court ruling and _the Court's
Theatre Students
ruling in the famous Dred Scott
ruling of the 1850's. In that
Receive Talent
dec1s10n, the Court ruled that a
slave was not a man and thus
Awards
did not have a man's rights. So,
Rhode Island College fresh- he feels, it is in this ruling
men Anthony Alfano and against the unborn.
Cheryl Ottaviano have been
Yet, among the questions the
named recipients of $200 talent Taylor bill leaves unanswered
awards by the Rhode Island are: What is the su:.tus of both
of the fetus and the mother in the
Department
College
Speech/Theatre.
case of a miscarriage? Must an
Mr. Alfano who began his inquest be held? Is a funeral
career with the RIC Theatre
the
is
What
required?
Company performing in A jurisdiction
of law in this
Thurber-Carnival last summer
matter? Will it be necessary to
before Ae was even enrolled at issue a "Conception
C erthe college, was featured in the tifica te" to the expectant
lead role in Cabaret last fall. mother on behalf of her unborn
Miss Ottaviano has been cited
for her technical work with the
theatre company. Mr. Alfano is
currently touring with RIC 's
visiting theatre program for
schools, civic groups, and
community organizations. He
in RIC Potpourri
appears
by Denis J. Picard
from
selections
doing
productions which the college's
iJr. J. Stanley Lemons,
. department
Speech/Theatre
as~ocia te professor of history,
has presented during the last
is the author of a book entitled,
few years.
The Woman Citizen: Social
With announcement of the Feminism in the 1920's. It is
talent awards to Mr. Alfano being published this month by
and Ms. Ottaviano, Dr. P. the University of Illinois Press.
-¥.:'illiam Hutchinson, managing
In an ex.elusive Anchor indirector of the RIC Theatre
terview, Dr. Lemons discussed
Company, also announced a the content of the book, as well
new policy to be instituted by as some of his experiences in
Theatre
the RIC Speech/
his six year involvement with
Department this spring. He
the work.
explained that starting with
another
that
the entering freshman class announced
student, Ms. Sharyn DiBiasio
next. September talent awards
was awarded an additional
will be offered to promising
$100 award to supplement a
freshmen who have indicated
they may come to RIC. The $200 grant given her last
awards will be based upon the spring. Ms. DiBiasio was given
in
the additional _ award
students theatre experiences
of her
on the high school level and acknowledgement
which the contribution to Cabaret, An
upon auditions
Elizabethan Gallery, and RIC
department will conduct.
touring
the
Potpourri,
In addition to the talent
Dr. Hutchinson
awards to Mr. Alfano and Ms. production,
pointed out.
Ottiviano, De. Hutchinson

of legislation
A piece
guaranteed to delight college
faculty and administration was
introduced by the Rhode Island
General Assembly last week.
The bill, Senate-381, _would
make "buying or selling a term
paper or research paper which
is used to obtain a degree from
a college, university or other
institution of higher learning,"
carrying a
a misdemeanor
The
$ 500 fine.
maximum
language of the bill would also
make illegal the advertising of
companies,
paper
term
recently the subject of some
among Rhode
controversy
Island's college press.
The bill is sponsored by
( DMcKenna
Senators
Newport) and Chaves ( D1\Iiddletownl. If the bill .is
passed, a student caught using
a plagiarized paper would not
only have to pay an academic
price but would also have to
face the music before a court of
law.

Editor's Report:·

child? Rep .. Theodore Low,
long a supporter of liberalized
abortion, exclaimed that the
Taylor bill "flies in the face"
of the Constitution.
Governor Philip Noel, an
on
of "abortion
opponent
demand," says that he favors
the bill, but feels that it is
If
probably unconstitutional.
the bill fails, he suggested that
he will submit his own.
Senator Lila Sapinsley, the
only woman on the Senate,
called the bill a futile move
that would only spur desperate
action on the part of women.
"Gentlemen, you are trying to
force women to have children,
but you cannot force them to
love and nurture them."
Senator Anthony Mafda of
the
paralleled
Portsmouth
abortion ruling to the My Lai
massacre, noting that "more
than half a million unborn
infants were killed brutally in
the U.S. in 1971 without regard
to their right to life."
Senator Ronald Roch of West
Warwick seemed to express
the unexpressed sentiment of
"I
many of the legislators:
cannot vote contrary to the
by the
opinions expressed
people- I represent."
However,~ the Providence
Journal noted that in a poll it
conducted on the topic of
49.2%
abortion,
liberalized
were, in favor of liberalized
abortion, 38.6 were opposed
and 12.2% had no opinion.
Regardless of the outcome of
this piece of legislation, the
seems
legislature
state
determined to spend a great
deal' of the state's time and
money 0n what may well turn
out to be a quixotic venture.

Eskimo Expert To Speak
James Houston, an expert on
the Eskiq10 culture, and author
of the best-selling novel ''The
White Dawn" will speak on
"The Changing Eskimo" a.t
on
College
Rhode Island
March 14 at 2 p.m. in Gaige
Auditorium. The appearance
of the noted Eskimo authority
by the RIC
is sponsored
department of Anthropology
and Georgtaphy.
Mr. Houston's background
includes nine years service as
of
the Civil Administrator
West Baffin Bay Island in the
Northwest
Canadian
Territories. His immersion in
the Eskimo culture dates from
the time in 1948 when as a
young artist he was interested
the Eskimo
in exploring
habitat and visited an Eskimo
For the next
settlement.
fourteen years his life was
enmeshed with the Eskimo and
the problems of his culture.
The novel he has written
"Teflects his experiences and his
concern. It is a sensitive account of the disaster which
befalls an Eskimo village as a

result of the intrusion of three
white men. The novel is being
made into a film by Paramount
Pictures with Houston as the
screen writer and assistant
director. The cast will be 80%
Eskimo.
Houston's career as an artist
has also been noteworthy. At
he is consulting
present,
director of design for Steuben
Glass and Chairman of the
American Indian Arts Center
of New York. Formerly,
Houston worked in cooperation
with the Canadian Guild of
Crafts to promote Eskimo
carving in bone, stone and
ivory. His extensive collection
of Eskimo art is now on exhibit
at the Haffenreffer Museum.
Besides "The White Dawn," he
has authored and illustrated a
dozen books, four of which
have won prestigious national
awards.
A film will be shown by Mr.
Houston in addition to his
lecture. His lecture at RIC is
one of his rare public apin Rhode Island
pearances
where he now lives.

RIC Faculty Member
Publishes Book
Dr. Lemons received his
~octorate in 1967, beginning
work on this dissertation
during the year previous to
that. Later, he was contacted
by the Illinois Press company
his
to revise
and asked
manuscript. He then followed

an assembly line process or
rewriting, typing and eventual
submittance. Dr. Lemons said
that at one time while "I was
rewriting one chapter, another
chapter was being typed up,
and another already on the
way to the publisher."

He chose this specific topic
when he zeroed in on the entire
progressive movement of the
late 1800's and early twentieth
centruy. Little has been said or
written about the women's
( Con't. on Pg. 6)
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OPINIONS
For Some, The
War Never

~'\Ameriea

Ends

by Will Collette

~

Ragtime
Revisited

~ike most art_ forms developed by black artists, ragtime

· The war in Indochina may be
fading for the United States.
B,ut, daily, hundreds are dying
in Indochina because medical
facilities that were destroyed
in the war have not yet been
replaced.
Every hospital and medical
facility in North Vietnam has
been hit by U.S. bombs or
shells at least once within the
past year ( a list follows.) In
South Vietnam, military actions have destroyed or badly
damaged many facilities to the
point that the rural medical
nonis nearly
system
functional.
The most famous destroyed
hos pi lal is the Bach Mai
facility in Hanoi. As a result of
attack,
particular
this
American visitors, including
Former U.S. Attorney General
Ramsey Clark and retired Gen.
Telford Taylor, declared a
national effort to raise money
for medical relief to Indochina.
This effort is continuing and
of
support
the
needs
Americans, despite President
Nixon's promises of aid to
While
Vietnam.
North
Congress and the President
debate over how much aid will
be given and when it shall be
delivered, Vietnamese people,
especially children and the
infirm, continue to die for lack
of treatment.
If this is a matter of concern
for you, please send what you
can to MEDICAL AID TO
INDOCHINA, , 140 Sixth St.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02142 or to
THE AME RIC AN FRIENDS
SERVICE COMMITTEE, 160
Street,
15th
North
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102.

music becam~, with little imagination, an extension of white
cu_lture. My first memory exposure to ragtime was from the
M_iclreyMouse Club show with the Firehouse Five playing the
etc."). Other more
Tiger Rag ( "Hold that Tigeeer ...
subl_imina_limpr~ssions came from the sound background to most
oldtime silent films. This very complex art form became the
l\lusak of the Roaring Twenties.
My intere_st in ragtime goes back a couple of years when I
read a story 1~ TIME m~gazine about a volume of lyrics that
wer~ to be pubhshe~ honoring the ragtime composer Scott Joplin.
Joplin was, according to Tl:vtE, the first bona fide black comP?Ser in America and w~s to be the first to be honored by having
his com~lete ~orks published. T_hehangup was that some cheap
bastard m Chicago owned the rights to one of his key songs and
refused to relinquish them in order to allow the work to be titled
the ··complete" works. Thus, the two-volume set, published by
the New York Public Library and available from them < 5th and
42nd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10018)must be entitled "The Works of Scott
Joplin."
The article about Joplin was indeed impressive and spurred
me to attempt to find out a bit about him I bought "Piano Rags
by Scott Joplin," Joshua Rifkin, piano ( Nonesuch H-71248) and
became a fan of ragtime music.
The reasons for liking this type of music are varied. I find
ragtime t_obe ?ne of the most adaptable mediums for listening, in
t~at r_agt1me 1s_complex enough to afford enjoyment in serious
lt~tenmg_.yet hg~t enough ~o allow it to be played at a party
without interrupting.
Part of the reason ragtime became an art form instead of
sim~ly background music for honky-tonk saloon sc~nes in the
movies has to do with the artist, Scott Joplin, himself. A son of a
s_lave,Joplin was born in Texarkana, Texas in 1868.Very early in
hfe, Joplin showed a proficiency at music. His father saved to
buy him a standup piano at the age of five, and by the time he was
ten, Joplin's skill had attracted the attention of the white community. He was taken in by white music teachers, eager to divine
the secret of this young black's talent. Joplin left home in his
~arly teens and traveled the Midwest, earning his living playing
m bars and saloons. He collected a musical group whose
repertoire included waltzes, military marches and transcriptions
of operas.
Though he loved to experiment with waltz tunes and vocal List of Institutions
pieces, Joplin did not begin his climb to fame until 1896 when he
D,amaged
rese~tled in Sedalia, Missouri and began to develop ragtime
, .
Appendix
Leaf
Maple
Williams'
Walker
and
Will
at
play
to
music. He began
Instituti6ns
Sanitary
of
List
Club, immortalized by his most well-known piece "the Maple
Attacked from April 7
Leaf Rag ( 1899)." Young and up and coming pianists flocked to
to June 27, 1972
the club to hear Joplin play and he was on his way. Ragtime
.
Nos.
,
began its two-decade-fling.
1 7/4/1972, Quang Trach
Joplin teamed up with Joseph Stark, a white music publisher
district hospital ( Quang
from Sedalia, and together they fµlfilled a Joplin prophecy:
Binh).
"The Maple Leaf will make me the King of the Ragtime Com11/4/1972, Dong Hoi town
2
money.
make
to
posers." They began
hospital ( Quang Binh) ..
·· And, well;as it so often~happens in success -stories, money
city
can't buy what you really want. Joplin wished to expand his 3 14/4/1972, Vinh
hospital ( Nghe An).
artistic horizons by getting into other types of music -such as
• ragtime adapted to opera. His first attempt, "Ragtim~ Dance " 4 15/4/1972, Dong Hoi town
hospital ( Quang Binh), 2nd
was an awful financial failure. Another "A Guest of Honor "m~t
time.
\nfant
an
of
death
the
with
the same fate and this, coupled_
VN5 1 6/4/1972,
daughter, cost him his marriage. His wife thought. he was
C zechoslovian .Friendship
•
devoting .too much time to his music.
hospital ( Hai Phong) .
" His th~rd a~d most p~odigious attempt at ragtime opera,
6 -id-, Hospital of the Naval
Treemomsha, caused him to fall out with his partner Stark
Service,
Construction
-and _deprived him o~ financial backing. Out of his. own pocket'.
Sea
of
Department
·Jophn managed to fmance one performance which fell upon the
navigation ( Hai Phong)
ears of an unappreciative audience. The opera closed and so did
Joplin's world around him. He was committed to an asylum in
7 -id-, Ngo Quyen quarter
1911where he remained until April 1, 1917when he died.· .
. drug-store ( Hai Phong)
~he ra_gtime musi~ era died and is only now beginning to
8 -id-, Le Chan quarter
rega1~ ser10us recognition. It is good music, lively and in•
sanitary post ( Hai Phong)
terestmg. The syncopated rhythms and creative harmonies
Lap
9 17/4/1972, Quynh
continue to live on in many types of modern jazz. The cleverness
leprosary ( Nghe An)
exhibited in the interweaving of the main musical line and the 10 20/4/1972, Dong Hoi town
accompanying bass line are frequently delightful. In addition to
hospital ( Quang Binh) , 3rd
the ''.Piano Rags" mentioned previously, Nonesuch Records has
time.
pubhshed _two other albums worth mentioning: "Heliotrope
Lap
11 26/4/1972, Quynh
Bouquet,P1ano Rags 1900-1970( H-71257)", a collection of Joplin
leprosary ( Nghe An), 2nd
tunes, tunes by Joplin's contemporaries and modern re-workings
time
of rag modes; this album will give some indication why Joplin's 12 -id-,
Binh
Quang
artistry was so su~erior to all other such attempts; and "Piano
provincial health service.
Rags By Scott Jophn, Volume Two ( H-71264)," containing lesser 13 27/4/1972, Thanh
Hoa
known tunes, ·but easily as good as Volume One; it displays much
provincial hospital.
more of Joplin's diversity. These Nonesuch recordings are
( Con't. on P~. 4)
usually less than $3 in price and are worth buying.
1

A Drama of Success
by Marianne

August

by Marianne August

This is the story of a lady I shall call Salome; that's not her
real name but I think she'd like to be remembered by that title.
The story _ofher life and her demise is a tragedy, the most typical
and yet d1si:nal sort of ~ragedy because she didn't necessarily
h~ve to perish as she did. I guess she was merely a victim of
circumstance.
I never knew the young Salome; I didn't meet her until she
had become a crumbling structure, waiting for death as a confessor waits for the priest's blessing. Yet I have memories of her
splendid youth and hopeful destiny, memories handed over to me
by _those who loved her most. Strange, those friends refuse to
believe that she's dead. But I can understand their confusion for
she was a real lady whose undertaking will not soon be forgotten.
Even I, who barely knew her, and then in her most unfavorable
condition, c~n feel my heart swell as 'i picture a young, proud
Salome, v1rtuous and beautiful, surging forward with
unrestrained enthusiasm.
Sh_eha? a hard childhood. Her family relations were poor,
she being ridden by an extremely strict mother and no father to
control the monarch. Her sisters were of a weak temperament
an~ never uttered more than a half-hearted cry of protest against
the1r oppressor. ~ut Salome seethed and schemed and argued
and begged and fmally received permission to leave home and
find her own sanctuary, though still under guidance of her
mother. Succeeding'this arrangement was the treatest change
ever to occur in Salome's life.
. Even her new surroundings, friends-, and pattern of life
stifled her and Salome finally realized that she could never be
content while she was in the grip of her mother's right hand. A
hard battle ensued and the stakes were high but the outcome was
triumphant for Salome - she was a free person, at last independent of her dictatorial parent.
She must have been a courageous girl to be so disposed to
start h~r modified life alone and unprepared. However, she was
determined and worked hard to cultivate herself into a just and
h~norable person, a fine example to all. The progress required
will-power and sacrifice but she struggled with resolution and, as
a result, matured and bloomed. It was necessary at times to rely
on others for help until she could support herself but when she
grew strong enough she paid back all that,she owed and more.
For a while she did quite well, but then she began to falter. She
was good and sincere,_ with honest intentions and high hopes, but
as many success stories go she "fell in with the wrong crowd."
. To see her alive today wearing her sweet smile of innocence
which I can conceive so well! How ugly that beautiful face
became, full of hatred and bitterness.
~alome never married but she had many lovers. Gone was
the innoc~nce and her words became carefully misleading. She
played with her lovers and then feigned righteous offense when
they turned on her. She thought she knew the strength of her evil.
She was clever, but not clever enough. Even her closest friends
were victims of her conceit and indifference. She became
un~easonab~e and selfish and the very ideals for which she had
striv_en for in her earlier days were pushed aside for more im·
mediate pleasures.
She was cunning enough to conceal her malice for a short
whil~ but such a deadly game of using and destroying could not
contmue forever. Signs of corruption and decay oozed from the
lines which appeared on her face and her exploitations of friend
and foe were gradually brought to light.
That was the beginning of the end. Her true friends tried to
reform her. They used numberless arguments and tactics to
convince her that she must change but to no avail; Salome was
doomed. I almost believe that she wanted to change, that she
regrett~d the ~istake~ she had made. But if such a change of
heart did occur m her, it came loo late. She had too many enemies
who were tired of second chances and empty promises. They
wanted her destroyed.
The age of Salome has passed. I wonder if there will ever be
~n?ther like her ~ho will fall into the same pattern of lecherous
hvmg and short-sighted endeavors, as Salome did. You -probably
have met the unfortunate character of my story at one time
though her ~mage ~ay now be distorted beyond recognition. He;
real name 1s America.

()
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Bob Mayoh: .Notes on a Russian Visit

Alexander K.utznetsov and The
Character of Soviet Youth

{pa~thl;'ee)

The remainder of our time in
Moscow is spent largely in the
company of Alexander and his
friends. Each evening, always
arriving somewhat earlier
than planned, for these are the
most prompt people alive, they
come to our hotel and then wait
patiently in the lobby for us to
finish eating. Unlike our Soviet
friends, the Americans are
always
late and forever
disorganized. On one occasion,
when our evening meal · has
been served with a resolute
lethargy surpassing even the
usual lackadaisical
dining
room service in our hotel, we
invite a waiting Alexander and
his friends into the dining
. room, entreating them to come
in and sit down to coffee and
dessert with us; but they will
not come, even when George,
our Intourist guide, extends the
invitation in Russian. The
giant cosmopolitan hotel, filled
with all manner_ of imposing
foreigners, seems to intimidate
them; once beyond the neutral
zone in the lobby and they must
feel decidedly out of place, of
baving. gone somewhere they
should not. So they wait,
smoking and talking quietly
among themselves in a far
corner of the lobby, watching
the constant comings and
goings through the swinging
doors, the hubbub of activity
for tickets and taxis by the
service desk.
·
When we are done with the
dining 'room, there is next' the
problem of gathering everyone
together ( coats must be fetched
on eighteen different floors,
serviced by an elevator none
too reliable, which seems to
rise and fall entirely on its own
. whim>'. 'Where's Christine,
Robert?' Alexander will ask as
we look around us to find
everyone present but one - a
Hofstra
language
major,
beautiful features, she makes
the male sick with anxiety),
but unquestionably· the most
confoundingly
slow
and
disorganized lemale. l have
ever encountered. I go to
fetch her on the fourteenth
floor, not merely for doting
Alexander's sake must she
come alqng, and find her,
without fail, still in her room,
groping about perhaps for one
of the contact lenses she is
always misplacing or still at
the bathroom mirror· fussing
oveF eyeliner. 'Is everyone
downstairs?' she asks while
running past me to retrieve a
hairbrush from her disheveled
suitcase. I light a c~arette,
used to_this ro.utineb...Ynow, and
push aside the. light cotton
curtains at her 11ic..tuu..
windQw
- to gaze out at the Moscow
skyline. 'Of course they are,' I
tell her. 'And Alexander's
getting impatient.' 'Alexander
will just have to wait,' she
replies, emerging from the
bathroom hopefully for the last
time, a q_ueen's over-preened
look of dominant prerogative on
her face. She know~ Alexander
will wait, knows that I will wait
as well. It can't be helped, and
a girl like her has learned long
before this to expect as much.
And more.
On the ride down to the lobby
she asks me how she looks.

beyond
either
'Beautiful,' I tell her, for its the activated
The first bookshop we visit enough beer to get everyone
mildly high and two platters of
living truth. But she wants to restraint or even exhaustion by offers little in English, save for
dried fish <apparently the
think or make me think that the lure of the dance floor, the virtually everything by Lenin
when it
I'm only kidding in my ap- pulsations of the band with its ( there are also copies of Soviet appetizier
praisal, so she laughs an even warbling electrified lead flute Dostoyevsky's The Idiot to comes to beer), I suddenly
round out a meager collec- realize, somewhat astounded
white smile to flash off in the ( Soviet youth are very serious
as I am at such a price for
mirror behind ·us, a delicious, people who son;ietimes seem tion), and the record store
appropriately taunting bubble too serious, too grave for their across the street holds little in warm beer and the most
rising from her throat, a own good, as though 'Socialist
comparison to what is ap- revolting excuse for beer nuts I
have ever seen, that none of us
sequestering murmur, as she Realism' has succeeded in parently available in a giant
has bothered to consider, to
sto_re across town, so the
squeezes my arm and cocks robbing them of the spirited
enquire as to just who picked
Soviets inform us. Since this
her scented head close in gaiety, the natural irreverence
up the tab - and it must have
regarding me with an un- of yOl~th;but they know how to record store is also quite close
been one hell of a tab, now that
have a good time when they to a beer hall Alexander wants
nerving indulgence. 'Flattery,'
I've experienced one myself she says to me as we silently have elected to do so, and when to visit once shopping chores
descend the last few floors, they are having fun, there is are concluded, we decide to for all the booze and the ten
lamb dinners we received just
'flattery
will
g.et you none better to share a par- march across town without
the night before at the stadium
ticularly good time with) .
further delay. And march we
everywhere.'
dance hall? Who else but
'The beat, the beat!' says do, once the crowded bus stand
When the two of us finally
Alexand~r, the very same
emerge froJ;ll the elevator into Alexander as the music begins off the prospect excludes
person, I am sure, who would
the lobby again, Alexander is again. I give him another shot public transportation from our
have picked up this afternoon's
suddenly all smiles, his im- of some snuff I have brought minds. We walk what must
along, an innocuous little
patience
with -our delay
finally turn out to be a good tab quietly, without the least
murmur of complaint, had I
evaporated away in an instant, mentholator the Soviets have mile or more in a developing
not come forth on the bill in my
dispell~d in the presence of a never before experienced, and drizzle, until the welcome
own admission .
senses . insides of a modern, two-tiered
captivating feminine beauty with his ofactory
All of which leads me to
such as the Soviet male seldom tingling he's off across the structure, Moscow's largest
conclude that Alexander,must
has the chance to even see, floor again to wiggle off some bookstore, is gained at last.
be a young man of some
much less get the opportunity baby fat. He dances mostly Just down the street
is
means. His old man, who has
to escort about for an evening. with Christine, who enjoys Melodiya, home of the Soviet
only been vaguely connect,ed
'Let's go! Let's go!' he says, both the snuff and these public Union's single record comby his son up to this point with
gyrations almost as much as pany.
taking
Christine's
arm,
the diplomatic corps, mµst
leading the pack as always, he does, and at the conclusion
But it is the beer hall which
have some bread, a certain
and out we go, off to wherever · of a slow dance ( as Christifle holds the most attraction.
amount of influence which
they have made plans to take will tell me later) he will thank When we finally arrive,
Alexander employs for his own
her in his gentlemanly way, however, it fs late afternoon
us.
purposes. These _particular
At Peter's apartment on the full of little boy shyness, then and there is a line waiting
Kurnetsovs
are obviously
previous evening, Alexander quickly pop her a peck, not on outside. The doorman, an
people of uncommon means,
had invited us out to listen to her cheek, but rather on her elderly gent in blue tunic,
for the average Soviet, even
some live rock music, and now s99ulder, which is just about complete with medallions,
those of the middle class, could .
on that mission we cross eye-level for him. Such is the refuses to admit us. The place
not possibly pick up the dinner
boldest advance he will ever is filled, he barks: we must
Moscow on the underground
tab for ten- people. Certainly
wait our turn. Our situation at
metro, changing trains and make on her, he who regards
seems used to
this point would seem final to Alexander
going up and down the in- this fashionable. American
credibly long escalators that female with . .the New York everyone but Alexander, who getting his own way. And
among his own friends, none of
connect the various station accent, standing several whole no sooner than receiving this
whom appear . either
as
levels ( the world's - longest inches above him, with a rebuttal goes back to the enprivileged or -as aggressive as
escalator, we have been told, is reverential awe that is both trance and begins to vigorously
as protest to the poor man, who he, he is the undisputed leader,
on the Moscow metro) , until chivalric yet paternal,
the perpetual host, thP. 11}.. Jl
finally lets. him inside to argue
something
he
may
perhaps
we finally ascend to the street
who calls the shots And even
again, several blocks away accompany but never touch, his case with the management.
with adults, I obsei-ve, he has
from a sports stadium in the and certainly never possess, 'If anyone can get us in,' says
an au~horitative
manner,
Olga as we wait outside, 'it is
Lenin Hills district of the city, possession being the natural
bordering
almost
upon
Alexander.' I have no idea
not · very far from Moscow inclination .of such reverence.
surliness, which commands an
what argument
Alexander
Un1versity. The stadium, as it Alexander is in many respects
obliging respect that never
turns out, is our destination, an old man of but twenty-one, employs while inside, though I
seems grudging, but rather
for within its massive struc- one who is gruff and formal in suspect the main brunt of his
entirely his due. Perhaps. when
ture is a dancing hall and speech. Yet he is at the same assault, for it can be termed
he literally forces his way for
restaurant. We arrive late and time shy and tender through nothing else, is in the fact that
our sake, his American
thft place is crowded, but the eyes. A complex and there are Americans outside friends,
into restaurants and
definitely
good
soul,
he
is
a
not
just
anyone
now,
Alexander somehow has a
beer halls, always gaining
but Americans
table waiting and in we go, a little boy and · a mature man comrades,
entrance for us where others
party of more than ten. Vodka both in one, and Christine, who from the U.S. of A, Is this to be
are denied, he employs not
In any
and cognac, table staples, s·oon has both heart and mind Soviet hospitality?
merely the argument, which is
appear as well as the mar- . enough to understand with a event, out he soon comes,
really mere conjecture 911my
velous soft-drink the Soviets woman's intuition just how smiling wildly and waving his
part, that he is hosting a group
much he thinks of her, grants arms', beckoning us inside. At
have, a lightly carbonated
of Americans who, in the
entrance
the
sepbeverage
that tastes like him both time and attention in the
government sanctioned inis
doorman
bubblegum, and then, much -to a maternal manner not en- tuagenarian
tirely her own. They make a suddenly aII smiles to_!JS,and terest of promoting good will
collective
the Americans'
in we go to an empty table and increased tourism through
amazement, a full meal of rice touching couple together,
favorable notices, cannot be
and lamb bits arrives. The affecting because anyone can where none had been available
they
are
entirely
band at the far end of the gia•nt see
just a minute before, granted a denied hospitality. Perhaps he
himself in his own personage,
entrance
by the
room is quite good, though it is mismatched. And yet in the favored
more orientated to jazz than spirit of friendship, our reason management while their own as a holder of the Kurnetsov
rock (The Soviets, wpo have first and· foremost for being fellow contrymen suffer the name, carries enough weight
to regularly part the waves of
together with these people .and Christmas cold outside.
experienced
the accepted
idiom of jazz much more than they with us, it is a beautiful
Alexander has pulled off a adversity. Soviet society, in
practice if riot theory, is one
they have rock, play some thing to see.
real coup here ( his face just
gigantic,
intricately
The following afternoon the beams with well-deserved
incredibly good jazz, full of
progressive innovation. When Soviets come again to our satisfaction at what we all regimented pecking order with
it comes to native rock, hotel, this time to accompany
regard as a real tour do force) , privilege and preference in all
however, the beat tends to lag, us shopping. We walk up Gorky and I am so in;l.llfe&Sedwith the things going to those in elite
prospect on our way to a book sheer nerve, the very balls of positions. As Orwell said of
imitation being more prevalent
totalitarian societies: 'All are
and record store, the afternoon this young man, this miniature
than invention) .
As the evening proceeds, about us somberly gray, the Molotov, who has both the equal, but some are more
everyone drinks and gets to streets crowded with shoppers knowledge of just how to get equal than others.' It could be
this, even more than the fact of
know each other better across · preparing for the new year. It things done and the personality
an
American presence, that
is
Christmas
day,
and
though
of
force
and
confidence
to
a table eventually littered with
all manner of ref use, the the sun was out in the morning enforce his will, that I decide to repeatedly gains our ticket of
buy for everyone, to demon- admission.
delicate flowers in their glass when we went to visit Lenin's
Bu.t a stated American
vases that grace the long table tomb, it has since receded strate my honest respect and
presence is riot in every case
appreciation by picking up the
wilting through the smoke and behind a thick and threatening
noise. And, of course, everyone cloud cover promising snow tab. And when it comes to the wisest }X)licyas we discover
( Con't. on Pg. 7)
aimost fifteen rubles for
must dance, for the Soviets are before the morrow.
•
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( cont'd from page

1-l -id-. "'Quynh Lap ieprosary
t Nghe An), 3rd time.
15 3/5/1972, -id-, 4th time.
16 6/5/1972, -id-, 5th time.
Hoa
17 7/5/1972, Thanh
hospital
provincial
to
displaced
t already
another site).
Lap
18 9/5/1972, Quyah
leprosary ( Nghe An), 6th
time.
19 -id-, Vinh Linh health
service.
VN-USSR
20 10/5/1972,
Friendship hospital
21 -id-, Hai Phong .anti-TB
hospital.
son
22 13/5/1972, Trieu
district hospital ( Thangh
Hoa).
23 -id-. Quynh Lap leprosary
( Nghe An>, 7th time.
Son
2 4 1 8 /5 /197 2, Do
sanatorium ( Hai Phong) .

2

"Light

List of Damaged Institutions

and

2)

:.!5 -id-, Hong Bang quarter
hospital ( Hai Phong).
26 21/5/1972, Tinh Gia district
hospital (Thanh Hoa) .
Hung
27 24/5/1972, Hai
ophthalprovincial
mological hospital.
Gia
Tinh
28 27/5/1972,
( Tanh
hospital
district
Hoa) , 2nd time.
29 -id-, Dien Chau district
hospital < Nghe An).
Ninh
30 7/6/1972, Quang
provincial hos pi ta!.
Chau
31 14/6/1972, Dien
< Nghe
hospital
district
An>, 2nd time.
Ha
Nam
:32 20/6/1972,
provincial hospital.
33 -id-, Nam Ha provincial
health service.
:34 23/6/1972, Ha Noi leper
colony <located in Hoa
Binh).
:is 26/6/1972, Central medidne store.
:rn -id-, Kim Lien hospital
< Ha Noi).
Mai
:37 27/G/1972, Bach
hos.pita I <Ha Noi J
:rn -iJ-, Cai Dam hospital
<Quang Ninhl.
Hoi
:i!-l :rn/6/l!-l72, Dong
hospital.

Darkness"

"A play about light and
about
a play
darkness,
freedom and authority, a play
about a man who is searching
for himself in the long dark
tunnel of life." This is Dr. P.
William Hutchinson, associate
professor of Speech/Theatre at
College
Island
Rhode
the upcoming
describing
production of the RIC theatre
company "The Trial", based
on the Franz Kafka novel of the
same title. The play to be
staged March 8, 9, and 10 at
will
Hoberts Hall Theatre
explore questions of a man
by the anguish
tormented
resulting from the collision of
his intense complusion for
freedom with the restraints of
his society. The institutions,
the conventions, the religious
and philosophical standards of
his world are the antagonistic
forces which drive the central
figure, Joseph K to extremes of
fantasy and the grotesque.
An ambitious undertaking by
any measure, the production
inseveral
will attempt
novations which challenge the
and the actors.
audience
.
.
~•"'.-o~o,i:,,r.l'"~~~~~~~
Joseph K, the tortured alter
ego of Kakfa is conceived as a
permultiple
with
man
sonalities. Dr. Hutchinson, who
is directing the play, has
to cast three actors to
decided
Cross pl'ncil.
I ,\.T.
FOl':\D:
I>ulcimt>rs, brand
FOH S:\LE:
represent the three different
Huot at l\lakt• l'laim at traitwr's room,
Call ('harlt>s
new.
aspects of the protagonist's
\\'alsh (;_vm - Doc Pt•rkins.
persona Ii ty. Brian McMahon,
E\"E:\T: Sel' _S:\ll"s production of
Brian Mulvey, and· Robert
Ex\\',\l\TED:
prt>senh•d ht•rt> by
SITl 1,\TIOl\
,\:\TIGO:\E.
Lind. have been cast as the
on
GS-L50 in Gaigt> ,\uditorium
pt•ril'm't•d babysitter, HI(' JH.,
of
personifications
three
:\IO:\IH \", :\l:\H('H 5th at 10 a.m.
willin~ to <'art•for an~· number of Joseph K.
childrt•n, i\lon., W<•d., Fri., Sat. &
It's a good show and it's free!!
A starkly impressive set
Sun. Han• no nwans oftrans* * *
by John Custer,
designed
at
Wallace
125,
Hl't-sy
TD
Thort>ns
portation. ('all
FOH S:\l,E:
of
professor
associate
75l-151i2.
Habco SL 8 E, Shure :\l!IIE, I yr.
Speech/Theatre, suggests and
old. 2 yrs. left on warranty. $-tatl
reinforces the tunnel of life
list price, $225. Call 76!1-5-t07.
* * *
* * *
W,\NTEH: Plastic coke bottles.
by
employed
image
FOH SALE: Fiat 850 Spider. 1!170 Fair prict~ Contact Jim in SU :111!1 Dr. Hutchinson in describing
con\'ertible in fair condition. $ IOOO or call t•xt. -Ui!Ior :121--t-t(i!I.
a
Creating
the play.
or best offer. Contact Jim Dawson
the set
forced perspective
NEEDED part-time case aides,
thru the :\:\CIIOH.
audie1,ces's
the
channels
hours flexible. Interested? Apply
* * *
action,
the·
to
attention
office,
Services
at Uw Community
EVER HEAD The Trial by Kafka?
in his
K
of
passages
the
states
Why bother - see it on stage at Sll. :IO-t.
movement between light and
Roberts, :\larch 8-10, 8: 15 p.m.
dark.
SWII\IMING? Meeting
ENJOY
* * *
Matheson,
Ms. Barbara
FOR SALE: Formica table with Street School needs people to help
lecturer in Speech/Theatre
large leaf chairs ( 8), must see to on a one to one basis. Contact S.ll.
:IO-t.
appreciate. $15. -133-2983.
will be in charge of the
* * *
costumes for the production.
for
NEEDED
COUNSI<:;LORS
FOR SALE: Classical guitar like
Cast members will include a
new; new nylon strings. $ 16. Must hotline service. Training provided.
number of actors who are not
For more info. contact SU. 30-t.
see to appreciate. -!:J:J-2983.
undergraduates at the college,
including Ms. Kathryn Gray
and Mrs. Joseph Ingegneri.
perfor each
Curtain
formance will be 8: 15 p.m. For
FREE CLASSIFIED. The classifieds may be used by the RIC Com- further information or ticket
the
contact
reservations
munity to sell anything, ( meal tickets, books, yourself,) they may be
of
department
used to extend a greeting:
Candace, You Didn't ...
extension
Speech/Theatre,
Classifieds can be used to find roommates, friends, opportunities, and 270.
are free.

11

4

)

12

1)

17
20

)2

)5
)8

1

~~~~~~~

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

many, many other things. As we said before, classifieds
However, we will set a limit of ninety spaces.
Fodree classifieds, please fill out the form below:

N1H11

---------------------~----------~.-------- --------

~-------

PLEASE PRINT. "X" OUT THE SPACES BETWEEN WORDS.
RETURN THIS FORM TO: THE ANCHOR, 3rd floor, RIC
Student Union, 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Providence.

WEDASH
OF
LITURGY
NESDAY will be held on March
7th in Gaige Auditorium at 12: 00
Noon and also at 1: 00.
Rev. Basil De Pinto

N,1,
To the gentleman who left a
ad for logs for sale.

classified

41

53
56
0

59

197)

©!::dwar,d Julius,
ACROSS
1, Shave

5, __

10.
14,
15,
16,
17,
20,
21,
22,
2),
25,
26,
28,
)2,

)),
)4,

35,
)6,
37,
)8,
)9,
40,
41.
4),
44,
45,
46,
49,
50,
53,

56,
57,
58,

59,

60,
61,

orr

Ba-ra
Pretense
Type of Number
Desert Spot
Wife of Zeus
Movie Musical (4 wde.)
Opposite of 14-Acroee
To Laugh, Fr,
Play
Black Magazine
Heavy Silk
Frat, Initiation
Metal Restrainers
Fairies
Kille
Beer
Feli e Leo
Eschews
Competent
French Coin
With Wonder
Pilling
Bent
Young Bird
Sings Like Crosby
Team
Football
Foreign
Plays Guitar
Soft Drinks
Lion
Biblical
Movie Musical (4 wda,)
Middle
Bungli~
Treaty Group
Mental Faculty
Canvas Shelters
Ardor

Solution
Interns

Targum CW?)-2

DOWN
-1-,-Mexican Dollar
2, Enthusiastic
), Meeting
4, Famous Siamese Twin
5, Changing Sound Quality
6, Hirsute
7, Anglo-Saxon Slave
8, Surnamed, Pr,
for Smokers
9, Receptacles
10, Dwindle
11. Pile
12, Seed Covering
1), Part of Horse
18, Golf Clubs
19, Belonging to Sevareid
24, Well, Pr,
25, Brother of 4-Down
Hayes
26, __
Character
27, Lewie Carroll
.
28, Hurled
and Nose
Lipe
29, Formed by
JO, Actress Vera-)1. Ovules
33, Leg Part (pl,)
36, Bikini
Drug
37, Bitter
39, San Antonio Fort
40, Optical Device
42, Hae Faith In
43, Kirk Douglas Features
45, Take On (a practice)
46, Worry
47, Siamese
48, Repose
49, Gulf o,f
51, Mies Hayworth
Image
52, Religious
54, Location of Maine
55, French Number

on Page Six

Named

The following students have
been selected as participants
in the 1973 Senator. Pell Internship Program:
Week of March 5: Charles F.
Margaret
McElroy, Junior;
Loughran, Junior.
Week of May 7: Steven
Ferdinandi, Senior; 'Paul A.
DeBlois, Junior.
is
below
group
The
in
to intern
scheduled
Congressman Tiernan's office
as indicated:
Week of March 5: Kathleen
Farland, Senior; Normand A.
Fournier, Junior.
Week of May 7: David
Spencer, Senior; Russell C.
Dannecker, Senior.

Joh Opportunities
Following are some of the
jobs which were listed in the
past week with the Student
Employment Office. If you are
in- .
in further
interested
formation see Ms. Wellins,
Student Employment Adviser,
314 Roberts.
SALES CLERK - Cranston - ·
Young women's specialty shop
- hours flexible - no experience
necessary.
BABYSITTING, Light Housework - Providence -~ 2 or 3
mornings a week-$2. per hour.
TUTOR- Math- background in
statistics - $3.00 per hour.
ASSISTANT PRINTER'S
Providence - paste up and
layout work - $2.00 per hour.

Wqe1\urqnr
Published and funded by students, is located in the Publications
Office on the third floor of the Student Union of Rhode Island
College
600 Mount Pleasant Ave.
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone: 831-6600
extensions 471 and 311.
Opinions expressed in the ANCHOR are those of the authors where
credit is given and not necessarily those of the editors nor do they
necessarily reflect the views of the College and State officialhood.
The ANCHOR is a medium of free expression. We reserve all
right to the selection of materials for publication. The ANCHOR is
printed by Ware River News, Ware, Mass. by the photo-offset
process.

Will Collette, NEWS AND
Dennis Picard, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF;
Jim Gallagher,
CULTURE;
Janet Rothbart,
FEATURE~;
SPORTS; Jtm Dawson, COPY; Paula Boffa, ADVERTISING; Dr.
Robert Comery, ADVISOR.

We lost your ad. Very sorry, but
please send us a replacement
notice so that we can run your ad
next week.

Tom Kenwood,
Bob Mayoh, John Owens,
CONTRIBUTORS:
Stephen Chianesi, Ken Michael Forrestal, Buddy Goodwin, Jeffrey
Heiser, et. al.

Page

·__,Janet Rothbart
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by Chris

what is the desire· of woman?
not words
moments
shall I give you
----------------

.c,
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0 •

0
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•••c>
.. •••••.,

Icy winter dawn a squawking starling
attacks the bird-feeder.
A March morning from a patch of dead weeds
a robin soars.
April twilight amid sprouting tulips
a rabbit nibbles.
Strawberry field workers in wide-brimmed hats
bending, rising, ben,,ing.
In an old garden
a spray of yellow mums
among so many weeds.

Summer night a baby's crying
subdues the crickets.
Late autumn,
bµt still climb.iryg that post blue morning glories ..,
Christmas Eve outdoor strings of lights
capped with snow.

The Edge of Night
Alone am I in my empty bed
With thoughts of you tumbling inside my head
The night outside, a dark sea
Threatening to overwhelm me

The Participants

seagull
snow
wings whitely brushed

•

o o•·•-

by D.L. Holroyd

A Note To All

From the South

• •

e••

Ringing the Changes

February sun -looking down from bird's wing
view,
Shadow touching shape.
2/25/73
Pwill

( From Friday:)
relata refero
( I tell the tale as I heard
it)
non nobis solum nati sumus
( We are not born for
ourselves alone),

••

O C) 'D 411'.,

••••••

Cold winter morning -flurry of cars and bodies,
crystal flakes swirling. .
2/23/73

Magic Theatre

e

• o • • .. •
•e•••ooe,o~

homebound schoolboys,
puddle-sloshing.

in the

• • •

O. e

• • • ooo

••••o~

t:o~:::.:-::••••

Coal black winter night -seeing through double paned
glass,
tiny colored lights.
2/22/73

o •

• • • • ••

The Magic Theatre ·will be
devoted largely this week to
pieces written in haiku. In case
you don't know your Japanese
history, this is a style centuries
old which originated in Japan,
unique because it consists of
only seventeen syllables in its
entirety, and is thus known for
its clarity and vivid imagery.
In Japanese tradition, the lines
March rain
are supposed to have five
reducing our snowman
syllables for the first line,
to carrot and coal.
seven for the next, and five for
the last. We present these
examples then, for your en- April afternoon tertainment and approval.

'°·..

• ., •••
·,6•.••c.••
,o•. -O•0. •-o" ..411,o• eo
......
.o••••

Lonely through life I swim
With hopes quite dim
Of ever reaching you
My sheltered haven
Aloft to your side wouldst I soar
Like a Beautiful Raven!
By Boris Sadenof
From the "Tonya Poems", 1919, trans'd by
Marya Katyshko.

I might have liked to smile at
you
Sometime during the night,
But I could only pretend;
And smile at darkness-How utterly unique,
And amazingly empty.
by jam

Haiku

To the Readers:
I got this letter in the mail
this morning. It's so good to
know there's someone listening
out there! Since I don't know
John either, the letter speaks
better than I could.
"Dear Ms. Rothbart,
Would you please extend to
my apJohn Recupero
preciation of his poem 'St.
Mary's Pond' - the poem
shows some fine sensitivity for
the subject. If I knew John I
would pass the word to him
myself; however, since I don't,
I ask this favor of you!
Thank youRichard B. Hillman"
'--------

Winter's celebration
Lets fly white conj etti
In silent huzzah.
Janet Rothbart

_J
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Film Workshop
Opening

Around the Town
by James W. Dawson
FILNS

BROWN
THURS. MAR. 1
The Last Laugh - Cinematheque - 7: 30 p.m.
Avant-Garde Films of the 20's - C inematheque - 9: 30 p.m.
FRI. MAR. 2
400 Blows - Carmichael - 7 p.m.
A Man Escaped - Carmichael - 9: 30 p.m.
Thief of Bagdad - Carmichael - Midnight.
SAT. MAR. 3
The Lower Depths - Carmichael - 7 p.m.
Taking Off- Carmichael-9: 30 p.m. and Midnight.
MON. MAR. 5
By The Law - Cinematheque - 7: 30 p.m.
WED. MAR. 7
Horsefeathers - Cinematheque - 7: 30 & 9 p.m.
THURS. MAR. 8
Entr'acte and Un Chien Andalou and Melies' films Cinematheque - 7: 30 p.m.
BRYANT
SUN. MAR. 4
Anne of a Thousand Days-Aud. -7: 30 p.m.
WED. MAR. 7
To Sir With Love-Aud. -7: 30 p.m.
.-PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
FRI. MAR. 2
The CIowns - Albertus Magnus -7: 30& 9: 30 p.m.
SAT. MAR. 3
8-1/2 - Albertus Magnus - 8 p.m.
SUN. MAR. 4
The Clowns-Albertus Magnus -7: 30 & 9: 30 p.m.
TUES. MAR. 6
City Girl - Albertus Magnus - 8 p.m.
RHODE ISLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE
.
FRI. MAR. 2
War Of The Worlds and Ten Little Indians-

The film committee will be
sponsoring a 3 day workshop
on filmmaking April 6, 7, 8. The
committee will be bringing in
several l9Cal and more famous
filmmakers to show their
wares and discuss what went
into them.
As of now the schedule will
consist of informal workshops
on technique during the day
and film viewing in the
evening. There will be an official registration in the middle
of March. If anyone is interested in further information
before registration or further
publication you may inquire at
the B.O.G. office in the Student
Union.

DFS Presents
"Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance
Kid"
and The
Hutch Cassidy
Sundance Kid, the second film

in the Distinguished Films
Series ( Semester II), will be
shown on Sunday, March 4, at 8
p.m. in Gaige Auditorium.
Admission is 50¢.
Directed by George Roy Hill
and described by Vincent
Canby of The New York Times
as "Very funny in a strictly
way," Butch
contemporary
Cassidy and The Sundance Kid

Paul Newman and
stars
Robert Redford as two likeable
bank-train robbers who flee
from a posse.
A highlight of this film is the
song
theme
popular
"Raindrops Keep Falling on
My Head."

Lit. Mag. Revived
About The College Literary
Magazine: Students who wish

THE
to
Easton Hall - 2 p.m. to contribute
student
the
HELICON,
literary magazine of Rhode
ROGER WILLIAMS
lsland · College, may forward
TUES. MAR. 6
including
submissions
Summer of '42- Theatre One-8 p.m.
poems, short stories, and
essays, as well as sketches or
CONCERTS
illustrations - to HELICON
of
MAIL, c/o Department
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
English. Manuscripts should
WED. MAR. 7
be submitted before March 15.·
Loggins and Messina; Jim Croce - Keaney Gym - 8 p.m.
I

Come See "Our Company'·
Our Company, a new theatre
group on campus, is putting on
a series of plays and other
every other
entertainments
Thursday at 11 in the Little
Theatre. Headed by Doctor
Hutchinson of the Theatre
department, the main cast is
made up of the students in the
in Theatre
Experiments
course offered this semester.
are
the plays
Although
basically written and performed by members of the
Company, any others who are
interested are welcome to
participate in the productions.
Unfortunately, the Company
is not funded by the school or
any other helpful organization
and needs a little help so a
donation of 25¢ is asked at the
I

orrwar
ookstore
224 THAYER STREET
PROVIDENCE
flours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Sun. Noon to 6 p.m., 521-3230

door. ( That admission is not
strict, however; if you can't
afford it,. we are grateful for
any contributions.)
Poetry readings, . music,
drama, and comedies are what
Our Company has to offer.
Take some time out to share it
with them.

Editor's
< Con't.

Report
from Pg.

I)

progressive
this
role in
Dr. Lemons
phenomenon;
mentioned that the women's
part in this is merely written
off at "the women got the
However,
vote ... period.''
quoting Dr. Lemons, just as
World War I served as the
catalyst of this progressive
drive, this same era, a·ccording
to a quotation attributed to
Margaret D. Robinson appearing in the book, was '' the
first hour of women in
history."
The book begins with a clear
cut establishment of the terminology used for women's
involvement:
political
"Feminism" is a broad term
which embraces all aspects of
emancipation
women's
social, political, economic,
"Women's
self-perceptive.
emancipation" in turn means
the elimination of "oppressive
restr-ictions imposed by sex."
"Women's Rights" is more
narrowly concerned with the
winning of legal rights, such as
rights, suffrage,
property
office-holding, jury service.
One of the most important
points in the book, is the
divergence between the two

On Campus
by James W. Dawson

THURSDAY, MARCH 1
A Bao A Qu Coffeehouse - Contemporary Reading #2 by Dr.
Hutchinson - 8 p.m. '- 1 a.m.
FRIDAY, MARCH 2
A Bao A Qu Coffeehouse-John Polee with comedian Bob Shaw 7 p.m. - 1 a.m.
SATURDAY, MARCH 3
A Bao A Qu Coffeehouse - John Polee with comedian Bob Shaw 7 p.m. - 1 a.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 4
Distinguished Film Series - Butch Cassidy And The Sundance
Kid - Gaige Aud. - 8 p.m.
MONDAY, MARCH 5
Jean Anouilh's "Antigone" ( Sponsored by General Studies 150
Program) - Southeastern Massachusetts University Theater
Workshop-Gaige Aud. -10 a.m. - Noon-Admission Free.
TUESDAY, MARCH 6
Salstone House - 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7
Salstone House - 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Free Concert ( Sponsored by B.O.G. - Sweet Meat - Student
Union Ballroom - 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
THURSDAY, MARCH 8
The Trial - Roberts Theater - 8: 15 p.m.

"Antigone"

To Be Presented

The General Studies 150
of Rhode Island
Program
a
will sponsor
College
production of Jean Anouilh's
"Antigone" on Monday, March
5th, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon in
Gaige Auditorium. Admission
is free and the Rhode Island
College community is encouraged to attend.
The play will be performed
Southeastern
the
by
University
Massachusetts
Theater Workshop directed· by
Angus Bailey, and presented
through the courtesy of the
Continuing
of
Division
Education of Southeastern
University.
Massachusetts
The group has been invited to
perform at Rhode Island

College at the suggestion of
Diana Friedberg, a graduate
in the English
assistant
Department who is_teaching a
section of G. S. 150 this
Ms. Friedberg's
semester.
is an Assistant
husband
in the History
Professor
Department at Southeastern
Massachusetts University.
Anouilh's "Antigone" is a
modernized version of the
Sophoclean tragedy. Written
during the German occupation
of France in World War II, its
leading characters, Antigone
and Creon, symbolize the
French people and the German
occupation force. The play
became a rallying point for the
French resistance movement.

Salstone House Extends Hours
(or, what is Salstone House?)
In response to the growing
alcoholic
for
demand
beverages on campus, the
Salstone House will be extending its hours by adding
another qay. Thus, the bar will
now be open Monday nights
from 7 p.m. until midnight, as
well as the previous hours on
Tuesday night and Wednesday
afternoon ( 2 to 5 p.m.).
The Salstone House began
last semester by operating in
the A Bao A Qu coffeehouse
after hours. When the demand
suddenly increased, the hours
were extended from 6 p.m. to
midnight on Tuesdays, but, it

w2s quickly discovered, this
still did not meet the demand.
For those who wondered
where the bar is located, now
you know ( it's in the lowest
level of the Student Union). So
st~ in some time and sign the
guest log. And if you are inthe
in joining
terested
executive committee which
runs the house, just leave your
name with the bartender or the
attendant.
Remember, beer is only a
quarter and the entertainment
music and
is continuous
people.

dominant philosophies of the still persist. Dr. Lemons, in the
Feminist Movement. The hard interview,
this
parallels
core feminists, on one hand, outcome
to the National
strove for women's rights Women's Political Caucus
above al'l other considerations. recently convened in Houston.
The demand to vote was There, the women stated that
founded on the precept of it if they could get political
being their right. But, social power, they would do away
feminists sought social reform, with war.
in the light of the entire
Dr. Lemons traces this
progressive movement. They idealistic women's drive to the
demanded the vote to use it to Victorian era, where men were
protect their homes, for food considered intellectually and
and drug control, prohibition, physically
but
superior,
etc. Their platform highlighted morally and spiritually inthe child labor legislation of ferior to women. It was as if
the 1920's. There is a distinct any women's
to
attempt
link, as shown in the book, master
or
mathematics
between the social feminists science would destroy their
and the New Deal. Dr. Lemons brain. Women were the source
that these women and seat of civilfaation.
states
promised more than they could
The feminist surge saw its .
deliver. Even though their waning in the 30's and 40's
acquisition of the right to vote because of two diluting factors.
was complete, these problems
( cont'd on pa~e 9)
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Green
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Trucking

to Teaneck

Part I
Wind blowing and the sun just about peaking over the horizon
are two prerequisites that must be filled in· order to begin a
journey. These were the exact conditions produced by nature
Saturday morning as my close friend and constant companion
Joan and I set sail for Teaneck, New Jersey.
The beginning of our conversation was somewhat trite and
concerned subjects like "good weather for traveling," "wonder
how long it will take," etc. When we ascended to the south county
part of th_estate, Joan began lecturing on early R.I. Husbandry.
She insisted upon telling me why one would find stone walls in the
middle of the forest ( "I would suggest that you do some research
on this subject as it makes interesting reading or listening"),
and the migration habits of.those tarmers m the latter part of the
19th century.
The conversation made great strides by the time we reached
New Haven. The topic being discussed was more on a scientific
level - whether or not the world would b~ heated by capturing
the sun's rays and consuming them in the manner of household
heat. The conversation progressed along these lines until the
outskirts of New York were reached.
It was here that all conversation stopped; the radio ceased
playing and survival became the topic of conversation. With Joan
as my lookout, I began the infamous trip from the Bronx to the
George Washington Bridge. Along with hundreds of other drivers
with their vehicles, I weathered the trip to the best of my ability.
I am always amazed at how New Yorkers seem to drive as
though there seems to be no one else on th~ road, and cause all
others to take grave measures to survive the trip.
While Joan shouted warnings ·of cars coming in on each side
and those dangerously closing in from behind, I kept close tabs on
those in front and entering from various ramps. Things were
going well until in a sense of false security I attempted to mak_e a
swift change to the right lane. "Look out" was immediately
ringing in my ears as a New Yorker took offense to my sudden
daring and was making an attempt to pass on my right. I immediately took the offense and carried through with my attempt;
the New Yorker seeing my act as just no idle threat slowed down
and challenged us no more. With added courage gained from my
recent triumph, I pressed down on the accelerator and made
good my attempt to escape the delirium of Interstate 95.
Next Week - SE~URING SKIN ROW

I

by Steve Chianesi
The Sociology Department is
in the process of examining the
a
possib-ilities of starting
Sociology Club. A special
committee has been appointed
and is working very hard on
this endeavor. It is a large
undertaking and before it is
final, much work has to be
done before it is finally voted
upon. If you would like your
feelings known on this matter,
we would appreciate it if you
would speak to one of th_e
representatives,
department
so that the voting members
may speak of ·1:he students'
feelings at the departmental
meetings.
The Social Welfare Goals
Objective has been brought to
the department by Dr. Miller
and Dr. Shatz who have been
working very hard on this
matter. It was passed by the
department.
student
new
The
representatives have all been
assigned to committees in the
department and are very much
into their work. We are glad
that these new people have
offered their services and are
utilizing their talents for the
benefit of our department.
If anyone would like to see
the results of the Course
Evaluations, please see one of
the voting representatives.
Once again, we ask that all
appoint a
the committees
secretary to relate any events
to me for publication in the
Anchor.

Soviet Youth
( Con't. from Pg. 3l

leads us
when Alexander
through one of the poorer areas
of Moscow that very evening,
on our way to a local dance
held at a neighborhood youth
center. As we approach the
place, down a dark and dingy
street Intourist would never
allow us to see, the word is
passed a·mong us not to
mention the fact that we are
Americans.
The pa th to the door is
blocked by a struggling crowd
of young Soviets denied entrance. Alexander forcefully
pushes his way through their
ranks, and his friends pull us
through after him. We get
inside in this instance because
Alexander's friend, Sasha, is a
member of the rock band
playing for the crowd that
evening; Sasha is by the door
when we arrive, keeping faithful vigil, and so we are pulled
in amidst protest and even
some shoving by the guarded
door, where entrance is apparently a hotly contested
issue.

H

VIVIAN BERMAN
HELEN BOODMAN
OPENS SUNDAY, MARCH 4, 2:00
MARCH 4-23,
ADAMS LIBRARY GALLERY, RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE,

The hall inside is packed and
we are led through the milling
crowd, waiting for the music to
begin, straight to the stage
where Sasha packs our coats
by the band's East German
amplifiers. Soon thereafter the
music and dancing begin, and
for a
Alexander disappears
Lime, leaving us by the stage to
sample the electric 'geeters' as
he calls them, and the young
man whom he considers - and
one has no reason not to believe
him - the finest rock drummer in the entire Soviet Union.
But when he again appears, he
looks just a shade pale, and
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True Stories and Other
Fiction
by James W. Dawson
I'm sure that now that the
Vietnam war is over; you'd just
as soon not hear about the
military anymore. We always
try to block out unpleasantries.
But in order to fight an enemy,
you must first understand him.
So bear· with me, I won't take
up too much of your time.
I was in the Air Force for
four years ( from '68-'72) . I
after
20 days
entered
c91lege
from
graduation
(RIC) . It was a bad time to goin. So bad tha't the reserves and
guard units wouldn't talk to
you if you wei:e 20 or older.
Being drafted into the Army
meant 2nd Lt., front lines,
death or maiming or worse, a
rememlife of nightmare
brances. The Navy 'had a 9
month waiting list, the Air
Force an 11 month line. I never
succumbed to a recruiter's
pitch about getting the job
( career field) I wanted, etc. I had to use political pull just to
get in ( before they drafted
me). I'm not too proud to seek
an alternative to death.
Then, I went to basic
training. Having gone through
a fraternity's hazing, I felt
to
mentally
we!l-equipped
handle their brainwashing
attempts ( "You're boys now.
When you leave here, you'll be
men). What I hadn't expected
was the feeling of total loss of
control. Powerless to fight
them. You had entered their
surreal is tic world and the
game was their's - rules and
all. There was ( or seemed) no
recourse, not even flight. It's
hard to get ~ ork with a
dishonorable discharge.
So there you were, stuck with
it. Four years of being ordered
around by your mental · inferiors. It wasn't like you could
say: "Well, sir, I can't really
hack this, so l've decided to
leave." And the military's
favorite means of controlling
the thinkers was to make them
feel like they were wrong, that
they were the guilty ones. A
ploy,
effective
pretty
especially since you were in
the minority.
You're probably wondering
about now why anyone stays in
the military. Well, it's because
the military is the biggest
of all.
womb
mother's
Everything is done for you
( including thinking - you're
told what to do) - free hospital
and dental care, clean linen,

terse conversations in Russian
with his Soviet friends indicate
that something is wrong. We
later learn that the authorities
responsible for the dance have
chewed our friend's ass for
smuggling Americans into an
affair they are none to keen on
for a rock
us observing;
gathering is something they
tolerate but do not encourage.
Western eyes, they feel, are
gaining the wrong impression
of Soviet youth, counterproductive to a delicate image.
Yet the place is packed, more
outside are attempting to get
in, and everyone is having a
tremendous time- clearly the
authorities are embarrassed
by the very appeal and obvious
success of an affair going on
of them,
in front
right
exhibiting proof beyond contest that their image of Soviet
youth is a fallacy, totally out of
touch with reality. And now

less expensive food, clothing
and other necessities ( from the
commissary and BX or PX).
You get paid regardless of the
work you do ( or don't do).
Your superiors write up your
A bad
reports.
efficiency
report makes them look bad,
few rank
too. The first
promotions are automatic and
it's not difficult to luck through
a few more. When it comes
time to re-enlist, you may have
a good chance of getting a VRB
re-enlistment
( variable
bonus). This bonus can range
anywhere from ·$1,000 to about
$6,000 depending on how badly
they need people in your field.
My first awakening came when
I learned that most of the G.I. 's
whowent back to Vietnam (for
a second tour of duty) went not
out of belief in a just cause, but
because they could make a lot
of money ( pay is not taxed,
postage is free, great savings
on cameras and stereo gear,
flight and battle pay and 30
days free leave) .
The military is a separate
entity existing outside of the
sphere of the civilian world
( "You're in the Army, now.").
It has its own laws ( the
Uniform Code of Justice) with
you
more Catch-22's than
would care to imagine. Justice
is at best arbitrary. A.sa friend
of mine once told his NC 0
( Non-commissioned Officer in
charge), "There is nothing
uniform about it and there sure
as hell isn't anything just about
it.''
Remember; that when you
read or hear about our POW's
Vietnam.
from
returning
Before they can talk to
they
reporters,
newspaper
must be de-briefed ( in other
words, reminded of what to
say). They are still in the
niilitary and are subject to its
laws. That fear can sometimes
outweigh the fear of God.
We should be suspect of an_y
that demands
organization
obedience at any cost, even
outright lying, and that meters
out punishment to those honest
individuals
thinking
and
( witness the case of Lt. C 'JL
who
H~rbert)
Anthony
refuse. The military in this
too
is already
country
powerful. It n'eeds outside
We
supervision.
( civilian)
must face the enemy, .not turn
away from him.
Next Week: On Women's
Liberation
that we are inside, amidst the
dancing and confetti, in full
view of the degeneration of
their youth, they can do
nothing but chastise Alexander
for his indiscretion, his willful
subversion of an image we had
discovered false long before
this.
close the
By evening's
Soviets are no longer dancing;
instead, they stand about in
almost catatonic awe, a closepressing
packed formation
against the stage while the
Soviet Union's finest rock
drummer pounds out the beat
in an incredible solo perand
a furious
formance,
of tribal
orgy
compelling
is
where
And
rhythm.
Alexander through all this? on the stage, where he belongs,
snapping his fingers to I.he
allbeat, the transcendent,
essential beat.
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TRUCKING
If you are going ANYWHERE, at any time, this service is for you. It
is free, accessible and reaches a lot more ~le
than a note on a bulletin
board. To participate, please furnish the following information: 1) Are
you a driver or rider'? 2) Where are you going fron:i and to'? 3) When are
you going'? 4 > Are you willing to share expenses'? 5) Who are you and
where can you be reached'? Notices will be run for two weets·only unless
renewed. Again, the service is free and will allow you to reach a large
audience and is not limited to commuting back and forth from RIC. The
responsibility for the smooth operation of the service rests with the
participants and not with the Anchor.

DRIVERS
Leaving Centredale for RIC
Tues. thru Fri. for 8 a.m.
classes, Mon. around 12: 30.
Can take up to 4 people. Call
Karen at 231-5680or contact
thru Chaplains' Office.
***

RIDERS
Leaving Barrington for RIC
for 11 a.m. Mon. & Tues., Wed.
& Thurs. at 10 a.m. Call Mary
at 246-0762.
***
Leaving RIC for Barrington
Mon. & Wed. at 5: 30 p.m.,
Tues. at noon and Thurs. at 4
p.m. Call Mary at 246-0762.

First, the women organized
into specific organizations.
This prevented
the contrnuance of a united women's
movement. Secondly, an inner
split, most logically between
the gocial feminists and the
hard-core
uprooted
the
movement.
This
last
divergence is also inevitable
for the Women's Liberation
Movement of the 1970's. There
is and will continue to be
definite splits between the
strong anti-Nixon politics of
Bella Abzug and the women
appointees of Richard Nixon.
Dr. Lemons marveled that the
Caucus in Houston actually
took place and that "it is a
remarkable
thing with - so
many divisions."

Dr. Lemons concedes that he
has left much information out,
as well as editing his original
manuscript. He does not dwell
on the women's
peace
movement of that era, nor on
Leaving RIC for Centredale
the fact that women "were up
Mon. thru Thurs. at around 4 * * *
to their necks in prohibition
p.m., Fri. at noon. Call Karen Leaving RIC for Warren Fri.
enforcement." Yet the book
at 231-5680or thru Chaplains'
after 12. Willing to share ex- stands as one of the sole single
Office.
penses. Call Anne at 245-8399. sources
concerning
this
***
***
poljtical metamorphosis• of
Leaving Brown U. area for women. Written in scholarly
Leaving Pawt. End of East RIC Wed. to arrive for 9 a.m.
monograph, it is founded on the
Side for RIC Mon., Tues. and class, Fri. to arrive for 8 a.m. question "What happened to
Fri. before 9 a.m. Willing to class. Willing to share ex- the suff.ragettes?"'
take several people. Call Will penses. Call Jane at 863-4542.
***
at 331-0008or extension 311.
Dr. Lemons omitted the
Leaving Warren for RIC Mon.
***
original
epilogue, so that the
& Wed., Thurs. to arrive for
book
would
stand oi itself in
Leaving RIC for East Side noon class. Willing to leave
time.
However,
one of his
Mon. & Tues. after 4: 15-6:30 earlier. Call Karen at 245-1479. predictions was that the Civil
***
classes, Wed. after 7: 15-9:30
Leaving RIC· for Warren Mon. Rights Law of 1964,prohibiting
class. Willing to take several
all forms of discrimination_,
people. Call Will at 331-0008or & Wed. at 6: 30 p.m., Thurs.
have
its
sex
anytime after 2 p.m. Call would
extension 311.
di~crimination
factor
Karen at 245-1479.
***
challenged. This is indeed true
***
in the light of many sex
Warwick
(Narr.
Leaving RIC for Greenwood Leaving
discrimination cases in higher
section of Warwick weekdays Pkwy) for RIC for 9 a.m. class
courts.
around 4: 30 p.m. Call Jimmy Mon. & Wed., Fri. for 8 a.m.
class.
Call
Maureen
at
781at extension 471 or 737-4196.
When asked if his wife is a
9156.
"women's libber" Dr. Lemons
***
Leaving RIC for Warwick was at a loss to answer. He
(Narr.Pkwy) Mon. & Wed. at simply stated that this is · a
troublesome question due to
2 p.m., Fri. at noon. Willing to
the fact that it is such a vast
share expenses. Call Maureen
area of debate and confusion.
at 781-9156.
When you consider answering a request from either
a driver or a rider, you should
not feel that it is necessary to
fulfill
all
the
time
requirements listed. That is, if
you can provide a ride for
someone who advertises "need
ride Mon. Thru Fri. at 9 a.m."
only on, for example, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, call
them up and tell them that.
Most people are willing to split
transportation
requirements
among several people, and
even if you can provide only
part of the need, it is certainly
better than nothing.

A Note on
Trucking

s.

H.

0.
E.

Dr. J. Stanley Lemons

1972 by Alternative

Futures

S•rvtce,

by Marty Schiffenbauer

Maharaj Ji, the popular 14-year-old Indian guru, selfproclaimed perfect master and ruler of the world, has been
having his problems. In early November he returned to India
with 3,000 western disciples and $80,000 worth of undeclared
cash, jewels and watches. Indian customs was unhappy and may
press smuggling charges.
A November 12th U.P.I. dispatch also reports that a number
of political and religious leadfrs in India claim guru Ji is really 22
and want him arrested for lying about his age.

***

Cockeyed· Americana, by Dick Hyman, is a collection of
antiquated, idiQtic laws still on the books in various parts of the
U.S. Here are a few of the statutes:
***In Pasadena, California it's illegal for a businessman to
be in his office alone with a female secretary.
***The Districfof Columbia prohibits catching fish while on
horseback.
***In Indianapolis it's against the law for a man with a
moustache to kiss anyone.
***Logansport, Indiana has a law against taking a bath in
the winter.
***In Natchez, Mississippi it's illegal for an elephant to
drink beer. ( Elephants are also forbidden to plow cotton fields in
North Carolina.)
***Charlotte, North Carolina requires women to wear at
least 16 yards of cloth around their bodies when appearing in
public.
***
The letter arrangement on the standard QWERTY
typewriter keyboard is so inefficient, even a random
rearrangement of the keys would probably be better. This
shouldn't be too surprising; the standard keyboard was designed
in 1872on the premise that the most used letters should be placed
as far apart from each other as possible, to av-0id jamming the
early model typewriters.
Why hasn't a more efficient keyboard arrangement been
developed? Actually, it has, but is has never been profitable for
typewriter manufacturers to introduce any changes. For
example, in 1932, August Dvorak developed his "simplified
keyboard" known as the DSK system. Tests of the DSK letter
arrangement have generally shown twofold increases in typing
speed and significant reductions in fatigue and errors.
Lately, there has been more recognition of DSK's superiority
- Dvorak's patents have expired - and some compames will
supply the keyboard on request. So, if you're in the market for a
new typewriter, it might be worth checking out the DSK.
***

The mentally ill are far less likely to die from cancer than the
general population. This inforl)1ation,was reported by Greek
psychiatrist N.C. Rassidakis who analyzed data collected in
Greece, England, Wales, Scotland and the Soviet Union.
Rassidakis found the incidence of terminal cancer among
mental patients was only about a third of the rate for all i'ldividuals, although the mentally ill died of other causes ( hea~·t
disease, TB, diabetes) at the same rate as the public at large. He
also discovered that of the different mental illnesses,
schizophrenics were the most resistant to cancer.
Rassidakis offered no explanation for his surprising findings
but was confident future research would provide an un•
derstanding of the relationship between the two diseases.

Good news for those of you suffering with drippy faucets,
clogged drains and broken toilets. The Federal Agricultural
Research Service has just published easy-to-follow instructions
on how to fix these common plumbing breakdowns. So, if you'd
like to save some money as well as gain more control over your
environment write:
Consumer
Product
Information,
Washington, D.C., 20407. Ask for booklet "Simple Plumbing
Repairs" and enclose ten cents.
***

Statistics compiled by The New York Times strongly indicate that the sentencing of individuals convicted of crimes by
federal and state courts is unjust. Among the Times findings
were:
1) Blacks on the average received longer sentences than
whites: whites convicted of tax evasion fm; example, got prison
terms averaging 12.8months compared to 28.6 months for blacks.
2) Defendants represented by court-appointed lawyers
received sentences averaging more than twice as long as persons
who could afford to hire U.eir own lawyers.
3) Persons found gi:W: after trial got stiffer sentences than
those who plead guilty t ~: same crimes before trial.
As an illustration c.f ae kinds of seritencing inequality that
exists, the Times reh,.!ed two sentences imposed in the same
month in the same ccu thouse. One man robbed $15 from the post
office and was sent to jail for six months. Another man swindled
$150,000from a bank and was released on probation with nc ime
served.
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Paul Krassner:

1'.P: I would like to talk to you
about the whole aµra of politics
~ the wh~
iceberg, it's not
really
hidden,
everybody
knows it's there - in the sense
everybody really knows what's
happening:
but why it happens. why the particular
mechanism
of its present
form?
PK: But everybody sees it
through
his
own
filter:
religious people see it through
an
Armageddon
filter,
astrological
people see h
happening
because
of the
stars. economics people see it
from an economic point of
view. absurdists, like myself,
see it just as part of the absurd.
So politics is just a vehicle for
one's own - whatever one's
filter happens to be.
I see it totally .related to
religions and cuiture, each one
is part of the whole of human
existence.
·
:\P: \\'hat are you trying to do
in The Healist?
PK: I'm just trying to have fun
:\!rs. Rockefeller.
(laughter!.
That's true. that's what 1t bolls
dO\rn to. I'm having fun and
trying to share what turns me
on \\·ith other people. It really
boils down to that kind of a
simple thing. and what happens to give me fun is to go as
far as I can with ideas and try
to take nothing for granted.
:\P: Do you think that The
Healist liberates people?
PK:
Doing it has helped
liberate. and continues to help
liberate nw. Other people have
said to me that it's helped
liberate
them.
still other
people think I'm insane, so
again. it's a subjective reaction.
:\P: The one thing that makes
me as a filmmaker
feel
helpless about my work is that
the media, any media, seems
incapable of liberating, except
in a \·ery personal way. I don't
look on any medium as being
capable of liberating a society.
of changing institutions ...
... but it's poetry, it
expresses the difference between
happening.
So it stimulates
thought, if nothing else, it
doesn't have to be an absolute
truth. I interviewed Norman
Mailer ten years ago and I'm
still thinking about the iroplications of that interview.
In the end, I think, all there
is is communication;
after

Threat or Menace, Part T WO

dropping out of the church and therefore out of the system
- and the church is the earliest
thing that gets to clamp down
on you in terms of authority:
the draft board was just
anothe.r form of God, of the
kind of God who is an authority
figure rather than a universal
consciousness. So in that sense
religion is the new politics for a
lot of people, that's what their
moral guide is. In the case of.
the Berrigan
brothers,
for
example, their religion is their
politics.
The Healist started out as
an anti-clerical magazine, and
there were just too many
changes that went on: George
Lincoln
Rockwell
was an
agnostic and Martin Luther
King was a Christian, so what
did that mean to me. Soi had to
re-evaluate my theories.
:\P: How did Th(' Hcalist come
into being as an anti-clerical
magazine?
PK: Well, because I was a
young atheist ...
.'\P: ... militant? ...
PK: ... not militant, no, not
militant enough, that's why I
got bored with it. But it started
off with the mailing list of a
militant atheist magazine. And
they probably expected it. It
was a free thought magazine,
and I realized from the very
first issue ( 1958), when it had
some little harmless poem, but
it was funny and /t had to do
with sex. And a lot of free
thinkers who wanted y'ou to go
all the way in religion said no,
you know. it should
be
respectable.
Everybody said
you should go all the way in the
other areas but be respectable
about their area, and so I
realized
that you couldn't
pigeon hole people, that they'd
keep ~aying: "Keep up the
good work". until you stepped
on their psychic toes, and
( they say): "Now you've gone
too far". So the response to
learning about people's tastes
changing has been a very
educational thing for me.
... In The Healist what I try
to do - through satire - is to
make the connections between
culture and politics. I think
that basically
they're
inseparable. It's the difference
between
Ho Chi
Minh's
( prison l poetry and Richard
Nixon's watching a football
game on television. Culture
the
highest
everything else topples down represents·
aspirations of a civiliz~tion, or
that's how it started. If it all
of a political system even. It
toppled down and there ~as
shows where they.'re at and
Adam and Eve again, they'd
start
and they'd
want to where we're at. So the.Eastern
influence is one of the reasons,
communicate again.
I\P: You've said that politics is I think, I'm optimistic.
the new religion, could you NP: What Eastern influence?
PK: Well, on religion and
explain?
therefore on art, people have
PK: Well, like I saw some
to talk about basic
young left wingers who had no started
sense of joy: it was important
things.
for them for there to be NP: Do you look on the·
"Western"
( influence)
as
martyrdom,
and so in that
sense politics is just a sub- decadent?
stitute for religion in terms of PK: I look on it - what's the
martyrdom
and symbols. It opposite of wholistic as
comes out, _Ithink in either Joe
compartmentalized:
"This is
Hill or Sacho and Vanzetti
work, and this is pleasure". I
where they come to realize that
saw a cartoon a dozen years
they're
a man and not a ago and it shows two people in·
symbol. _ You can compare
a plane, one was an Oriental
when Joe Hill dies,
and
and one was a Caucasian. The
someone saying: "Is it good or Caucasian is reading a book on
bad for us that Joe Hill dies?",
Zen Buddism, and the Oriental
it's like saying: "Is it good or is reading a magazine on inbad that Christ
has been
dustrial
engineering.
So. it
crucified?''
meant' that- osmosis is a· two
· And on the other hand
way street. (laughter)
religion is the new politics in NP: What happened at KSFX
the sense that everything from
< San Francisco
FM radio
psychedelics
to all of the station from which Krassner
was recently fired)?
reasons
that
people
are

PK: Essentially what I was
doing was free-form <radio),
and they< KSFX) found it to be
inconsistent with their 24 hour
music format.
:"l;P: But you were hired to do
free-form ... right.
PK: It gets down to wha.t the
function of commercial radio
is, which is not to communicate
to people but to think of them
as - to deal with them as consumers. And as consumers
you want to give them familiar
stuff like pablum, so that's why
they get a record from the top
40, a record from an oldie but
goldie;
it's very carefully
programmed
so that it's not
really intended for ( people) to
get into radio as an art form,
using time and imagination
and sound as the medium, but
it's rather intended to have a
pace: bum bum, bum bum,
bum. in order to sell commercials
between the bum
bum. and the bum bum. So, I
got caught between the bum
bums. ( laughter)
:\'P: Why do you think you
were hired there in the first
place?
PK: They were thinking of
doing what they called underground radio ... There js a
very interesting thing, I'm still
thinking about this because
I'm trying to think of all the
implications as objectively as I
ca11,. Maybe it's true, maybe
uAderground
radio doesn't
make as much money a&
commercial
radio because
they're trying to appeal to
people who are programmed to
buy ( on commercial
radio),
and underground
( radio)
represents
people who are
more spontaneous, who think
more for themselves. And so,
in that sense, it does represent
a threat
to the economic
system ~ if that's true.
I know
when
I say
something like that it seems
too arrogant to say that you
can feel the truth, because you
know that Hitler felt the truth,
too. So you 'have to be very
careful of those situations. But
it seems to follow: if you peel
off a layer, and then another
layer of logic, it seems to
follow. It's not like George
Linc;_olnRockwell saying if you
want to blame everything on
the Jews you do that, so he
blamed Castro's Cuba on the
Jews.
McLuhan
blames
everything on electronics, he
blamed the Detroit riots on
eleation,~ the making of your
listeners into ... dehumanization sells ...
NP: ... dehumanization sells ...
PK: Yeah, right! That's what
it comes down to. They'll never
say it in so few words but that's
what it does come down to. And
so it depends on whether you
want a culture of productivity
or a culture of creativity.
That's the essential difference,
apd it's not left wing or right
wing.
Nixon goes in the
direction of productivity, and
the
counter
culture
theoretically - goes in the
direction of creativity. There's
a broad middle ground where
there's
everything
from
Rolling Stone to expensive
hippie boutiques, but you have
to have a period of transition
before any Utopia. (laughter)
NP: Do you feel a lot better
being in San Francisco?
PK: ... and out in Santa Cruz,
yeah, for a number of reasons,
though, aside from a physical
thing. When I decided to move
out here I was camping out in

by ;\;icholas Pasquariello< CPS>

<Partoneapp!:!etei:.15thissue)

the Sierras with a bunch of :\P: Would you ever like to
people,
and there was a write a book about Lenny
waterfall and there was some
Bruce?
water you had to wade through
PK: I was just thinking about
to get to the waterfall, and I'm
that today, as a matter of fact,
a waterfall freak. The water
except, you know, I edited his
was freezing cold, we were all Autobiography, and then the
nude; I thought, well I'm not things I've written about him,
going to move to California
which are included in my book
unless I can, at least, make the
( llow a Satirical
Editor
existential leap to go into the Became a Yippie Conspirator
water. It was like a form of in Ten Easy Years) plus the
Voodoo in a way, really. It was
stuff that I'm going to talk
symbolic of one's inertia. And about in the anniversary issue
then I saw these dogs and they
of The Realist, I think, is all I
were just walking through, and
would have to say about him.
I said to myself: "Don't they
And there are a couple of
know it's freezing cold; Shit! If biographies coming out ...
they can do it I can do it." And I\P: ... any good ones?
I ran in trere screaming from
PK: I don't really know, I get
the cold, it was painfully cold,
suspiciousofbiographersby,the
but also exstatically
cold,
questions they were asking,
because you knew you had
one of them I got. the feeling he
done it. I think it was the was just trying to be scanmomentum
rather than the dalous.
specific goal that did it. Maybe
NP: How long did you know
that's what explains Hitler: he him?
had a lot of momentum but a PK: Since '59 ...
terrible goal.
NP: ... until he died ... was it
r-,;p: Are you planning to stay
'64 or '66? It's part of my
in San Francisco ... ?
counter culture black out on
PK: When I got fired from the
information ...
KSFX-FM radio show, that
PK:
No, no, that's
just
was my moment of truth,
resistance
to remembering
because I said: "What do I do dates and places. That was my
now, do I go back home?" J fault with the Chicago consaid, "No, this is my home,
spiracy
trial,
I couldn't
I've developed roots here" ... remember all of those dates
NP: ... or would you rather
and places, and that was part
move out to the country?
of the significance of the trial
PK: I essentially live in the
for me, I should have been able
country and come into the City
to come out there to testify
for two days a week to do the with a memory aid notebook
KPFA ( Pacifica Foundation)
guide to refresh my memory. I
FM radio show, and catch up mean it wasn't a memory test,
on city stuff: movies, hamyou were supposed to tell the
burgers, I'm a vegetarian in truth. I realized something
the country, and I come here
abou_t ,th~ court syste_m there,
and do all of the media trips I that Its hke an extens10n of the
have the meat and the el~c- educational
process, if you
tr_icity.I!'sei_therYin,Yang,or
/bring somethi~~ i~ to_refresh,
schizophrenic,
or both. You you; memory, It Implies that
can see that everything has its you re cheatmg. And you ~an
counter-part in the country and really understand somethmg,
the City: the Ocean, with its whereas there are pe?ple who
calmness, and the City with its don't understand
thmgs ?Ut
traffic ... it's like literally
have a good memory and give
having one foot in a dying you all of the formulas, and not
culture and one foot in a understand any of the aspects
growing culture. Maybe that's
of it. That'.s what I ~_ean about
why I'm optimistic because as the relatI_on . of. thmgs,_ t~e
I_'m getting my foot-out of the ~ystem of JUstI~e m Amen~a is
bleep the other one is heading
Just the other side of the com of
toward greener pastures, but the educ~tional syst~m ....
I'm still aware of the bleep.
NP: ... 1s the media, 1s the
Someday bleep will be a dirty
economic sys_tem .. .
word because it's as rational
PK: Yeah, right ... the other
as th~ other ones that you can't
s~de of . the multi-faceted
print.
diamond m the rough.

Comments or
Criticisms?
FACULTY
AND
STUDENTS
who have any
suggestions
concerning
the
1974-75 and su<;:ceeding College
Calendars are invited to express their concerns in writing
to any of the fallowing members ' of the Calendar Committee:
Dr .. Donald Averill,
Dr. George Hartmann,
Mr.
Donald
Hardy,
Dr. Mary
Hawkes, Dr. Thomas Howell
or Dr. John Nazarian: They
are also invited to express
their concerns in person to the
next meeting of the committee,
which will be held on Tuesday,
March 13, at 11: 00 a.m. in the
Regents
Board
Room
in
Roberts Hall.
The College Calendar for
1973-74 has already been approved by President Willard
and wilL be released to the
faculty
shortly.
The Committee expects to complete its
work for 1974-75 and sue,J11JJ.nstt slUI'll nns nwo18 "asxsT"

ceeding calendars by April 1,
1973.
Donald C. Averill,
Secretary
College Calendar Committee

Chaplains'
Colloquium
THE
CHAPLAINS'
COLLOQUIUM will be held on
Tuesday,
March 6th from
12:00 noon. - 2:00 p.m. in
Lounge E of the Student Union
Building.
Sally McGovern,
Health Educator at Lying-In
Hospital and Biology Teacher,
RIJC, and Thomas Ramsbey,
Sociology Professor, RIC, will
join us again this semester for
further
discussion
about
human sexuality. What are the
issues? What is responsible
action in a pluralistic society?
Faculty and students are invited to participate
in the
discussion.
The Rev. David A. Ames
and The Rev. Basil De Pinto
svsO :bs1ubiq toV[.~ -~cio;
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Laurel

Hill Def eats

Augie's Pizza
( St. Petersburg, Fla.) ( AP)
In a one run 5-4 contest and
without the help of injured
Myron Jones, Laurel Hill
Social and Athletic Club
defeated Augie's Pizza Parlor.
The win was a come-frombehind victory for playercoach Matthew Ginolffi and
Company as Augie's Pizza
with the help of some heavy
hitting and quick base running
by Angelo Quagliatta took a 4-0
lead, which they held for four
innings. The Pizza team
scored in the first inning when
Laurel Hill pitcher, K~vin
Hennessey walked the first
batter. Then after the next two
flied out deep in centerfield,
Angelo Quagliatta's drive went
over
centerfielder
Matt
Ginolffi's head. Before Matty
could get to the ball, Angelo
had rounded the bases for an
inside-the-park homerun and
for a 2-0 lead.
In the fourth inning, Augie's
Pizza scored two more times.
First Carl Lynch doubled off
the 296 foot left field fence.
Then with one out, Jeff Minor
laced a single to center to score
Carl. Jeff however, in hitting
the single, tried to stretch it to
a double, but was easily put out
at second, thanks to a fine
throw by Ginolffi. Then with
two outs, Angelo Quagliatta hit
a long fly to left which cleared
the Ivan's Hoes advertisement
sign for a homerun. It was his
third run batted in for the day.
This knocked Laurel Hill
pitcher Kevin Hennessey out of
the box and in came John
McLaughlin, relief specialist,
from the bull pen. John held
Augie's Pizza hitless for the
rest of the game.

Emmo Capone then laid down
a perfect bunt on the first base
line which then put men on first
and second base. Billy Degnan
then hit a routine fly ball to
right field. The rightfielder
called for it, lost it in the sun,
then tripped on his own shoe
lace as the ball rolled further
and further away. Two runs
scored and 302 lb. Bill Degnan
ended up on third. The next
batter lined a sacrifice fly
which was caught at the 460 ft.
mark in centerfield. Degnan
scored easily from third even
after falling down a couple of
times. With the· score 4-3, Joe
Kabotnik homered to rightfield
to tie the score at 4-4 and knock
pitcher Angus Hound out of the
box.
Player-coach
Matt
Ginolffi was not intimidated,
however, by the new pitcher
and hit a blooper to centerfield
which went for a double. In
sliding into second though,
Matty was injured and had to
be given a can of Schlitz Beer
by trainer Augie Pagano.
Matty was then sacrificed to
third base and came home on a
single
by pitcher
John
McLaughlin. This gave Laurel
Hill the lead 5-4 and that was
the way it remained for the
rest of the game as John
McLaughlin, flutter ball pitcher, handcuffed
the Pizza
men for the rest of the game.
Although this was only an
exhibition game, it was important to Laurel Hill because
it showed that previously
undefeated
Augie's Pizza
Parlor could be beaten. Matty
Ginolffi was very happy
because it proved once again
that they were "first
in
everything."

Next week our heroes face
Barroom at their
After going hitless for four Louie's
innings, the Laurel Hill Social spring training camp in St.
Florida.
Acand Athletic Club exploded for Petersburg,
five runs in the bottom of the cording to Coach Ginolffi,
fifth. Mario Pagano lead off '' 1heir fielding, like their barwith a single to right field. room service, is topless.''

NWF Sues Army Corps For Building "Toilet" on Virginia River
The
National
Wildlife
Federation and three other
conservation
organizations
_have joined in a suit to halt
construction on a $47 million
Virginia dam which the Army
Corps of Engineers is building
to flush away ind us trial
pollutants. Besides the planned
construction of the State's
most productive
wildlife
refuge and a sizable stretch of
a free-flowing, whitewater
river, the NWF argues that
justification for construction of
the dam is based on cost
standards "which were outdated in the 1950's."
In
summing
up
the
Federation's
position, Tom
Kimball, NWF executive vice
president, said that "the Corps
has better things to do than
make industrial toilets of our
remaining scenic rivers."
Construction
of the controversial Gathright Dam on
the Jackson
River near
Covington, Virginia, has been
justified by the Corps as
qua)ity
providing
"water
- flushing
improvement"
industrial wastes down the
southwest Virginia stream. In

Total Withdrawal

its November 30 comments on According to information from
the dam to the Corps, however, the Interior Department and
the Environmental Protection the Virginia Commission of
Agency
strongly
recom- Game and Inland Fisheries,
mended that a better alter- the refuge is the most fertile
native would be for the in- wildlife habitat in the entire
dustry involved-in the main, a state. "Besides destroying the
pulp mill near Covington - to refuge area," Kimball said,
treat its own wastes. The EPA "the Corps doesn't even have
report
pointed
out that any plans to replace it with
treatment of the waste would another area."
be less than half as expensive
and
considerably
less
"The monetary standards
destructive. Waste treatment
that they're using to justify the
by the industry would also so-called 'benefits' of the dam
eliminate
the tremendous
went out in the 1950's," Kimconstruction
costs to the ball argues. "If they included
public.
environmental costs and used
"Even after they received current money values, the
these
recommendations,"
public would realize that we
Kimball stated, "the Corps are getting only 75 cents back
was going ahead and building on every dollar we spend to
the dam.''
According
to build this dam. And, if they
Kimball, the Corps' own drop their 'water quality'
statement on the project ad- disguise, we get only 50 cents
mitted that the dam will drown back."
Virginia's most productive
wildlife refuge and 12 miles of
Besides the NWF, the other
the beautiful, rushing Jackson conservation groups involved
River.
in the suit are the Virginia
The Gathright
Wildlife Wildlife Federation, the EnManagement
Area
is vironmental Defense Fund,
scheduled to be inundated by and Campaign for Clean
the back-up from the dam. Water.

of Federal

Total Withdrawal of Federal
Funds Urged for States without
Land use Plans
Without
the
necessary
sanctions and incentives, the
present Congressional
approach to a national land use
policy is "an inadequate
solution to the problem,"
according to a spokesman of
the
National
Wildlife
Federation.
In February 7 testimony
before the Senate Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs,
Joel Pickelner,
NWF conservation counsel, emphasized
that while the Federation was
prepared to generally support
the approach taken in a
national land use planning bill
sponsored by Senator Henry
Jackson (Wash.), it feared
that the bill might end up being
an
empty
philosophical
statement without "any ef-

I,

The 1972-73Rhode Island College Wrestling Team. Front Row: Kenny Bolton, Fred Silva, Joe Capone,
Jimmy Patalano. Second Row: Richie DiGennaro, Rich Duguay, Co~ch Rusty Carlsten, Peter Bannon, and
Larry Roberti. Not Pictured: Dave "Texas" Brown and Mike Henault.

Funds Urged For Some States

fective sanctions or strong
incentives."
Jacks on' s
proposal, S.268, is the first
federal legislation which would
control the long-term use of the
nation's land.
"The
U.S. Constitution
implied that the authority togovern the use of land rested
with the states," Pickelner
explained. "Beginning about
100years ago," he noted, "that
authority was lost when the
states started handing over all
their controls through zoning •
enabling
acts
to local
municipalities and counties."
"In short, Pickelner explained, "the bill should enable
all the states to reclaim that
authority and to develop their
own land u15e plans under a
broad, flexible umbrella of
federal guidelines."
The NWF is concerned that
an effedive system of federal
sanctions should be coupled
with a strong incentives
program in order to provide
encouragement for the states
to implement
their own
programs. At present, the bill
contains no provisions for
federal sanctions, and federal
funding of 66 2/3% of the states'
land use program costs and
some grants-in-aid are offered
as incentives.
In commenting on the need
for sanctions, Pickelner said
that "federal funds from the
Federal
Aid
Highway
Programs,
the
Airport
Assistance Program, the Land
and Water Conservation Fund,
and the interceptor and connector sewer grants given by
the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Department of
Housing
and
Urban
Development
should
be
withheld from the states until
they are in compliance - not
impounded, but totally withdrawn."
The Federation believes that
cutting off EPA and HUD

s~wer funds and highway
monies would not only provide
a planning incentive for states
but would also lessen the
negative environmental impact caused by uncontrolled
development. "There are no
greater
growth-inducing
programs than the highway
and
sewer
programs,''
Pickelner said. "It makes no
sense to hand out grant money
for better planning and to
improve land use controls
while, at the same time, more
money is going out to build
growth-inducing
public
utilities that are not subject to
these emerging
land use
powers."
The NWF spokesman s~id
that any federal involvementshould leave enough flexibility
for the states to implement
their own programs. "Any
attempt on the part of the
federal government to set
criteria will probably backfire
and promote development
rather than control it."
A burgeoning population and
local development decisions
made without regard for the
long-term
environmental
implications
have made a
national policy for land use
"long overdue."

Tennis Team Has
Early Preparation
During the cool winter
months the members of the
Rhode Island College tennis
team have been practicing ·
indoors. According to Art
Bently, last year's NESCAC
Champion, there are many
candidates out for this year's
squad. Among those returning
are Dale Seward, Steve Arden,
along with some others and
new additions. With as many
as twelve people out for the
team the quality of play should
improve as competition for
starting roles will be intense.

)
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SPORTS

From The Jock Bench
by Jim Gallagher

1967 RIC Cross Country Team
I've had the
Recently
pleasure of meeting several
members of the 1967 Rhode
Island College cross country
team. Along with sharing
different ideas and attitudes
about training, my new friends
have also shared their past
with me.
accomplishments
Among these is the 1967
championship they brought to
RIC.
Although all the team
members have graduated from
RIC in recent years, in 1967the
team had ten members and
seven out of the ten were freshmen. Thanks to an extra effort
recruiting job by Coach John
Taylor, now our recreation
director, the runners from
many different Rhode Island
High Schools were able to get•
together. The seven freshmen
were: Vinnie McMahon from
De La Salle in Newport; Mark
Haggaty from East Greenwich; Dennis Quigley fr.om
( that great school in WarBishop Hendricken;
wick),
from
Norm Beaucheman
Sacret Heart in Central Falls;
Charlie Tortoro from Warwick
Vets; and Nels.on Guertin from
La Salle. Ray Nelson from

Pilgrim, and Bob and Fred
Bayha from Warwick Vets
were the upper classmen.
According to those runners
who have talked with me, they
all said John Taylor was an
outstanding coach. "He would
work us hard in practice, but
he was the type of guy whom
you wanted to work hard for,"
says Vinnie McMahon. "He
really knew his stuff." '
What was most surprising to
me was the fact that they
mentioned that Coach Taylor
would do the workouts with
them. Daily workouts were a
combination of both speed and
distance. They would start and
do 15 minutes of continuous
calisthenics. There would then
be quarter mile and half mile
sprints. Distance would soon
follow in which the team would
run the cross country course
two or three times.
At the beginning of the
season, few freshmen were
able to stay up in the running
with Ray Nelson and Fred
Bayha, but as weeks went by,
they got stronger and stronger.
_ Vinnie McMahon couldn't even
jog the course once, but at the
end of the season he could run

it three or four times if he
wanted to.
It all came to a climax
during the last two weeks of the
season when Rhode Island
College won the NECCAC and
the NAIA championships back
to back. Mark Haggarty, one of
the Anchormen's top runners
but Nelson
was injured,
Charlie , Tortoro,
Guertin,
Dennis Quigley, the Bay has,
Jim Joseph, and Ray Nelson
all improved their times to
pick up the slack to bring home
last NAIA ChamRIC's
pionship in cross country.
Ray Nelson, Jimmy Joseph
and Buddy Guertin continued
their hard work and later ran
Boston
famous
the
in
Marathon. Buddy finished with
a time of 3 hours and 47
minutes. Ray finished at 2
hours and 59 minutes. Jimmy
Joseph did the best ever by a
Rhode Island College runner
by finishing in 46th place with a
time of 2 hours and 42 minutes.

RIC Fencers
Successful

Ray Nelson (left), Charlie Tortoro ( center) and Jim Joseph ( right)
were three important members of the 1967RIC X-country team.

Basketball Season Comes to
End
Disappointing
The Rhode Island College
basketball team completed its
season on February 22 with a
loss to the Braves of Quinnipiac College. The final
record of the season read 8
wins, 14 losses.
To say the least, the season-was a disappointment. This
team had more ability than the
record indicates, more games
could have been won but the
fact remains, 14 of 22 games
were lost. What happened?
This was, without a doubt, a
with inriddled
season
Early in the
consistency.
season, the team defeated a
tough Boston State team, later
in the season they were routed
by that very sall!e team. Keene
State, another fine ballclub,
handed the Anchormen a
crushing defeat early in The
Keene posed no
season.
problem for the Anchormen in
their second meeting of the
season. The teams from
Connecticut gave AIC a lot of
trouble. Eastern Connecticut
handed the Anchormen two
disappointing
extremely
defeats. New Haven, Central
Connecticut and Quinnipiac
also came away with victories.
The Southern· trip was
,mother stor:9'. Although the
team lost all three of its games,
they played fine basketball.
Facing tenth-ranked South-

Five members of the Rhode
Woman's
College
Island
Fencing Club/Team fenced at
MIT on Sunday, February 25,
1973. .The open competition
was the Woman's Novice Foil
Fencing
of the Amateur
League of America (AILA).
From a starting pool of 25, 3
of our fencers placed in the
finals as follows: 3rd - Paula
Turcone, 4th - Rosie Grauis
and 5th - Donr.a Gonsalves.
Congratulations to each of
these girls on a job well done.
sucBlackmore
Lynette
cessfully proceeded to the
missed
and
semi-finals
qualifying for the finals by one
touch of one bout.
Our freshman fencer, Debby
Diiorio, progressed extremely
well against a field of more.
advanced fencers, winning
compliments and praise for the
team. Debby conducted herself
well, showing much promise
for the future in RIC fencing.
and fencing
Newcomers
enthusiasts are welcome to
meet the team at Walsh Gym
on Wednesdays and Fridays
from 3-5 p.m.

western Louisiana seemed like
but the Ana mismatch,
good
played
chormen
basketball throughout most of
the game, only to lose. Corpus
Christi also defeated RIC. But
the best game came against
Pan American University. In
this contest, the Anchormen
lost by one point. They didn't
win, but they did prove that
they have the ability to play
ball.
The trip did seem to do the
team some good. It is the
opinion of this reporter that
their confidence was given a
lift, that the team felt that they
could defeat their "regular"
opponents after performing so
well against such formidable
Southwestern
as
foes
Louisiana and Corpus Christi.
they
Upon their return
handily defeated Babson and will easily be forgotten. What
played a fine game in their now? To use a cliche, there's
It always next year. This is
victory over Fitchburg.
seemed as though they had . really the only way to look at it.
gotten over their losing ways, All but three of this year's
until the second Boston State players will return next year.
game. The end of the season This year's team was comwas a repeat of the beginning. prised mostly of sophomores,
It is difficult to write about a inexperienced players. Thanks
Tom
losing team, or to put it more go to Co-captains
truthfully, a team with a losing Jacobsen and Butch Mendes as
record. What can you say? well as to Pete Gilmartin. The
rest of the players will return
Well, it wasn't all bad. There
next year - Elbert Hines, Don
were some fine moments,
Alford, Ed
Suggs, Reuben
be
will
which
victories
certain
remembered; and losses which Hart, Frank McGoff, Pat Carr,

Patalano Leads RIC to 13th
in New Englands-

On February 23 and 24, the
College
Island
Rhode
wrestling team took part in the
New
Division)
(College
Intercollegiate
England
Championships at Wesleyan
in Middletown,
University
Connecticut.
Jimmy Patalano did the best
for RIC by placing fifth in the
134 lbs. weight class and
provided the team with seven
big points. Like the MIT
Tournament,
Christmas
Jimmy wrestled five times in
the two-day meet. Jim's first
match was against Mike Pyle
from Lowell Tech Institute.
Jim controlled his opponent
well and won at 22 seconds of
the third period with a pin. In
the quarter finals Jim wrestled
Jeff Maloney of the Coast
Guard Academy and won going
away with a 14-8 score.
In the semi-final round,
into
ran
Jim
however,
problems against top seeded
John Hamilton from Central
Connecticut. Hamilton won by
a 12-3score but the match was
really much closer than that.
After the first period, Jim was
leading 3-0. After the second
period, the score was only 6-3.
This loss forced Jimmy into
the consolation bracket where
he lost his first match, a
heartbreaker, to Ed Hanley
from MIT. With the score tied
6-6, after regulation time, the
match went into overtime.
Here, was where fatigue set in
and Jimmy Patalano found
himself on the short end of a 103 decision.
the
showing
Jimmy,
determination and go power he
has had all season long
however, came right back to
win the next match for fifth
place over Rob Emmone of
Bowdoin by a 9-6 score. With
Emmons making a bid the last
few minutes, Jim fought every
inch of the way to earn his well
deserved fifth place.Jimmy Patalano's fifth place
finish was the best for a Rhode
Island College wrestler since
Robbie Haigh in 1969. (Richie
Di Gennaro finished fourth in
the l'jew England's last year
but it was in the Freshman
high finish
Jim's
meet.)
earned him a trophy.
. Kenny Bolton, many times
RIC 's unsung hero, also had a
fine tournament. Kenny's win
in the consolation round gave
RIC two more points. The first
match at 118 lbs. was the
toughest for Kenny. Ken
wrestled the eventual champion and the eventual winner of
the Outstanding Wrestler of the
Jim
Award
Tourney

Baseball

Strillacci of the University of
Hartford. Jim pinned Kenny in
the second period.
Ken came back however,
and won the first match of the
round. Kenny
consolation
pinned Jim Ferraris of Worcester Poly Tech at 2: 52 of the
second period.
Ken's next match in the
round was a
consolation
hearbreaking loss·. Ken was
beaten in the last few seconds
of
Fairweather
by Art
Plymouth State by a 10-9score.
At 150 lbs., Richie Di Gennaro added one more point to
RIC's team score by a victory
round.
in the consolation
Rich's first opponent, Eric
Isbister of Worcester Poly
Tech, defeated Rich by a 6-0
score. In the first match of the
consolation round, however,
DiGe was victorious. DiGe
Bill Gendron of
defeated
Lowell State 9-5. Rich then lost
his next match to To-ny
ConDeLuca of Central
necticut by a 9-5 score.
Capone
Joe
Captain
wrestled at 142 lbs. and was
pinned by Dave Babcock of
Wesle-yan at 2: 03 of the second
period.
In the sub-varsity meet,
Richie Duguay was victorious
for RIC in the first round of the
158 lbs. contest. Richie pinned
John Maroney of Worcester
Poly Tech at 1: 37 of the second
then
-Rich was
period.
eliminated in the next round by
being pinned by Jimmy
Williams of Boston State at 23
seconds of the second period.
At 142 lbs., Freddy Silva lost
to Paul MacDonald of Boston
State by a 14-3score and Larry
Roberti at 167 lbs. was beaten
by a 15-3 score. Considering it
was Larry's first season ever
of wrestling, he did quite well.
Mr. Jenkins had all he could do
in trying to put Larry away
with a pin, but Larry would
always come right back to
fight him off.
All tolled, RIC earned ten
team points in the tournament
which was good enough for 13th
place out of a total of 31 teams.
Not bad for a team short on
manpower! This tournament
adds a bright finish to a losing
season as everyone on the
team will be back with the
exception of Larry Roberti.
Coach Rusty Carlsten would
like to thank all those who
came to watch the Anchormen
in their home meets this
season. Special thanks to
cheerleader, Joyce St. Germain for her work as
scorekeeper in many of the
meets.

Season

Assured by Pact
NEW YORK - < UPI) Baseball's scheduled start of
spring training Thursday was
when
yesterday
assured
Larry Gibson, John Moniz and
Dave Marcoux. All of them, we
hope, will return next_ y~ar
ready to get back to wmnmg
ways.

negotiators for club owners
and players announced they
had reached agreement for
a new three-year contract.
The new pact is subject to
ratification by both sides. A
player strike last year over
pension funds delayed the
opening of the regular season
by 13 days.

